
Cannock Wood Neighbourhood Plan  

SURVEY RESPONSES 

 

A huge thank you to everyone who submitted a response to the 

Neighbourhood Plan Survey. We had a response rate of just over 46% 

showing just how much the residents of Cannock Wood care about 

the future of our village.   
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Everyone’s responses to each question were recorded in full on a 

spreadsheet, including the many long thoughtful and insightful 

written responses. Some of the questions were directly relevant to the 

Neighbourhood Plan, some relate to enhancing the community feel of 

the village, and others a mix of both.  The responses are set out in the 

same order as in the survey itself and the tables on the following pages 

show the number of answers received for each option.  

Your home and household page 2 

Housing page 5 

Transport and mobility page 18 

Environment page 28 

Community wellbeing and infrastructure page 39 

Cannock Wood’s Vision for the future page 57 

Top three wishlists page 59 

Appendix 1: response rate by area of the village  page 72 

Appendix 2: possible design suggestions for improved pedestrian and 

road safety at Buds Road/Sycamore Hill/Chestall Road/Park Gate Road junction and 

large grass verge area Cumberledge Hill/Chapel Lane 
page 73 

Appendix 3: response letter (as partially sighted) page 75 

Appendix 4: junior surveys  page 76 
 

There were 208 completed surveys.  

The completed surveys came from 204 of the total 441 households in 

the village.  It was open for an additional survey to be requested so 

individuals could make their own input, and four households each 

submitted two sets of responses. Geographical response rate shown 

at Appendix 1 of this document. 
 

A junior survey was available on request but there was not strong uptake. These 

have not been included in the tables and charts on the following pages as the 

questions were differently formulated. The responses to the junior survey are 

included at Appendix 4 of this document. 
 

Parish councillors: Sue Janes (Chair), Pat Ansell, Ian Bamford, Frans Frison, Avril Green, Richard Poynton, 

Kevin Salter (NP lead). 

Working group volunteers: Maureen Allen, Lesley Baker, Claire Borg, Ben Bradley, Tom Corkley, Emma 

Frison, Amanda Lightbody, Fiona McMulkin, Pete Redding, Paul Thomas, Anne Wallbank, Gavin Wallbank, 

Liz Whiteley, Steve Wroe. 
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renewable energy generation at home

Renewal energy generation at home Electric car charging point

YOUR HOME AND HOUSEHOLD 

Q1: Number of bedrooms 

in your home 

 

   
1 bedroom 1  

2 bedroom 27  

3 bedroom 112  

4 bedroom 57  

5+ bedroom 6  

Not answered 5  
 

Q2 and Q3: Number of vehicles parked at home overnight and number of off-road parking spaces 

 
  Parked 

Off-

road 

spaces 

1 vehicle 61 23 

2 vehicles 96 53 

3 vehicles 29 32 

4 vehicles 9 33 

5+ vehicles 1 30 

No 

vehicles 8 21 

Not 

answered 4 16 

 

Q4, Q5 and Q6: Charging point for electric vehicles, low water pressure a problem, renewable 

energy generation in the home 

 

Electric 

car 

charging 

point 

Renewable 

energy 

generation 

at home 

Yes 14 17 

No 187 186 

Not 

answered 7 5 

 

 

Water 

pressure a 

problem 

Very rarely 137 

Occasionally 57 

Frequently 8 

Not 

answered or 

never 6 
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32

20

4

1

12

1 person

2 people

3 people

4 people

5 people

6 people

Not answered

Household size

Q7 and Q8: Home size right for household and if not look to upsize or downsize and garden size 

compared to built-on area 

Q9: Numbers and age groups of people in your household 

 

Location of households responding including 0-19s 

Baden Powell/Castle Gate 2 Hayfield Hill 8 

Bradwell 1 Park Gate 3 

Buds 1 Pineside 4 

Chapel Lane and Holly Hill below Park Gate 1 Sevens 1 

Chestall and The Firs 2 Slang Lane and Ivy Lane 3 

Cumberledge Nuns Well to The Rag 
1 

Sycamore and Cumberledge above Slang 

Lane 2 

Gilwell/Uplands/High Meadow 6 

 

 

 

 

  

Total people represented 

in survey responses 

Total in 

village 

435 
approx 

1035 

Household characteristics 

Households with 

children/young people 0-19 
35 

Households with 20s/30s living 

with older generations 
21 

Households with 80+ living 

with other generations 
6 

Single person 80+ 13 

Garden area larger 

than built-on area of 

house + garage

Yes No Not answered or equal
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Q10: What do you like best about living in Cannock Wood 

 

Friendly 

place 

Easy access 

to 

countryside 

Setting 

and 

views  

Safe 

place 

to live 

Always 

lived or 

family 

Village 

activities 

Local 

primary 

school  

Suitable 

housing  

Yes 180 187 185 170 45 58 56 67 

Not 

answered 28 21 23 38 163 150 152 141 

 
 

Q11: Anti-social behaviour and fear of crime impacting on home life 

 
Anti-social behaviour  Fear of crime  

Minor irritant 158 135 

Concerned but coping 20 41 

Changes how you live 15 15 

Not answered or never impacts 15 17 

 

Comment made: 

Was worse when Castle Ring car park and the Park Gate Inn were open. 
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Impact on home life of anti-social behaviour and fear of crime

Fear of crime Anti-social behaviour
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HOUSING 

Q12. Opinion on availability of good housing stock 

 

What would improve the housing stock in Cannock Wood. 

More affordable housing I wouldn't like to improve it 

Lacks starter housing Need for young and old 

More houses First time buyers 

More houses less than £300K  Lack of bungalows 

Leave it alone Better quality housing. More bungalows 

starter homes Depends on need so difficult to answer 

Houses for local young families Have more affordable housing for young people 

More affordable More family houses < £350k 

Nothing Insufficient knowledge of needs 

This is a small village with mainly older age group  

Adequate for need-not a lot of change which means people are content in the main 

Residents tend to stay in Cannock Wood. Sale and availability of housing is not high - but this is not a 

bad thing? 

The map is very confusing and missing the vital historic landmarks that define the village 

Provision of affordable options for younger residents including children of residents wishing to remain 

in the village 

Small amount of affordable housing as newest homes not affordable for young locals 

Building smaller scale properties rather than the large properties recently built 

Small bungalows/sheltered housing so elderly residents can downsize freeing up larger properties 

Not enough bungalows to downsize to/sheltered developments. Too expensive for young families. 

Stop developers building on any property with large garden/land to enable local families to buy and live 

there 

Small bungalows or sheltered housing to allow older residents to remain in the village to allow for a 

property cycle 

Stop development of overpriced properties. Stop demolition of older, historic cottages to make way for 

big modern brick and glass boxes. 

  

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

Poor

Average

Good

Very good

Excellent

Not answered

How appropriate housing stock is considered to be
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Q13. When any new housing is built within the village Settlement Boundary, what type of 

property is needed 

Size Type 

None 47 Flats 4 

1 Bedroom 16 Bungalows 77 

2 Bedroom 63 Semis and detached 60 

3 Bedroom 83 Starter 64 

4 Bedroom 46 

Affordable, rental, shared 

ownership 29 

5 Bedroom 12 Sheltered 37 

 

Comments made:  

More affordable [starter homes] Depends on results of demographic survey 

No to 5+ bedroom homes 
I don’t know how to answer this. Depends on the 

results of the survey. 

Sheltered needed but remote for access to and from Cannock Wood. All should be considered if needed 

or appropriate 
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Q14: What importance should be given to the provision of new housing for each of the following 

groups? 

  
Sheltered Extra care 

Reduced 

mobility 

Starter/young 

families 

Local 

connections 

Not important 77 71 48 64 93 

Important 69 72 92 65 50 

Very important 22 23 31 45 28 

Not answered 40 42 37 34 37 

  

 

Comments made:  
N/A No provision/space in village No land allocation not relevant 

Most elderly refuse to leave their home despite 

better options 
Can 'local connections' be stipulated? 

If affordable which is not my experience 
Home for cash. Nepotism doesn't belong in 

Cannock Wood 

Don't see as we have suitable space in this village 

(for sheltered/extra care/reduced mobility) 

To build any houses for these groups (sheltered, 

extra care, reduced mobility, start home) public 

transport etc needs to be improved 

Sheltered/extra care - area not suitable; reduced 

mobility - people often adapt their homes 
Favour maybe, but not restrict. 

Sheltered/extra care/reduced 

mobility/starter/local connection housing not 

appropriate to area 

Sheltered/extra care: don't think village has best 

facilities (e.g. shop open more than a few hours, 

doctors close by) to support the best quality of 

independent life for people needed additional 

support. (Ideally facilities would be in walking 

distance or a very good bus route). 

Sheltered housing not appropriate in a village 

setting. Extra care housing more appropriate within 

village. Young families/starter housing not in village 

setting 
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Q15: How would you rate the importance of the following design elements? 

 

Good 

design 

Preference 

1, 1.5, 2 

storey, 

max 2.5 

Adequate 

green 

spaces 

and 

gardens 

and off-
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parking of 

cars 
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water 
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Electric 

car 

charging 
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Not 

important 8 22 3 5 15 17 31 26 5 

Important 50 50 23 39 69 99 65 81 85 

Very 

important 134 117 175 148 110 74 88 87 102 

Not 

answered 16 19 7 16 14 18 24 14 16 

 

  

Unsuitable materials and designs  

Totally paved/tarmac/concrete paved drives Modern buildings, red brick 

Colours need to be in keeping with designs/colours in 

neighbouring homes, perhaps aged materials 2.5 storeys is not suitable 
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Unsuitable materials and designs (continued) 

Solid red brick frontage No 2.5 storey 

Concrete, corrugated, sheet steel, modernistic 

designs 

Maintenance of existing features, e.g. hedgerows, 

better than adding a bat box when bats' food 

source has been removed. Native hedgerows 

should be planted as biodiversity enhancement. 

Executive style 

Don't blend: Mock Tudor, anything not brick faced. 

Crammed together housing with no adequate off-

road parking. Houses estates 

Prefab, concrete, wooden (fire hazard) 
Coloured stone cladding, red bricks, ultra-modern 

design 

Three storey buildings. Modern designs 
Homes or buildings not in keeping with current 

designs in our AONB village 

Flats. Coloured roofs. 

Don't blend: Modern designs built with alternative 

materials such as 'glass boxes'. Natural materials 

more suited 

We feel we have a pretty village housing-wise 

Grey stark buildings too modern however this 

village is mentioned in the only village complete 

within AONB 

Uniform multiple new builds 
The village has a good mix at moment of houses 

and greenery so don't need more buildings 

Solid red brick, concrete. Parking unscreened by 

greenery. No land allocation not relevant 

Very large brick houses with glass frontages (as in 

Park Gate Road) No brick paved/tarmac drives 

Open minded to different styles 

Too large solid red brick buildings. Do not have 

character. Do not nestle in so well with surrounding 

properties 

Solid red brick 2.5 storeys is too high 

Tall buildings - more than 2.5 storeys and buildings 

with inadequate off-road parking 

High levels of surface water storage in site to 

reduce flooding risk not applicable in this village. 

Bird/bat nesting boxes: individuals’ choice to 

provide plus AONB provides ideal sites. 

Any housing more than 2 storey Concrete 

Modern design. Use of steel or other modern 

products. 
Pebble dash 

Multistorey building Town House designs, red brick, Three storey houses 

Individual choice should be respected 
Glass fronted new build properties/red brick 

houses 
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Unsuitable materials and designs (continued) 

Modern concrete block designs Cheap poorly designed properties, i.e. little boxes 

Roof extensions in bungalows overlooking 

neighbours and affecting privacy of neighbours 
Ultra-modern buildings 

None, this mix of property types in the village gives it 

its character 
Grand design ultra-modern glass houses 

Very modern designs modern design 

Grand Design Homes (Futuristic) grey/white modern homes 

Very modern unsure 

The village has such a mix of materials that I think 

scale is more important 

Concrete blocks and block shaped housing flats and 

flat roofs 

Pebble dash 
Coloured stone cladding, red bricks, ultra-modern 

design 

Red brick. No space between houses Flat roof, concrete walls wooden structures 

Ultra-modern buildings timber clad buildings red brick 

Nothing ultra-modern, mega glass constructions traditional no ultra-modern designs 

Modern houses 
'New' looking red brick e.g. Park Gate and Hayfield 

development. 2.5 storey too tall 

Contemporary designs, using concrete, plastic facias 

and other materials, red brick 
Solid red brick frontages 

Ultra-modern design Very modern 

Concrete Industrial units alleged to be hay storage 

2.5 storeys. Solid frontage of new looking brick. Concrete 

Solid red brick frontage. Breeze block. 
Any industrial building or use of land for industrial 

use/storage 

Traditional Traditional reclaimed materials 

Sorry to the occupants but the houses by the 

terraces on Park Gate Road are very out of place with 

no landscaping to soften the look/absorb rainfall 

Modern/contemporary 

Flat roofs.   
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What else matters about look of new building 

Need green lawn on front, flower beds, shrubs 

They reflect the history and importance of the 

village small workers cottages, miners’ cottages, 

humble homes 

Typical village design 

That they do not overlook each other or 

established properties and face in a way that solar 

panels are most effective 

Not too large and obtrusive 
Traditional styles suit the village better - natural 

materials - not too big for the plot important 

No modern buildings/homes as it wouldn't fit in 

Even if of a more modern design, it must be 

sympathetic to the environment and not look an 

eye sore or massive compared to surrounding 

houses. Ie in keeping with the location.  

Traditional, individual, not modern 
We like all modern and traditional building 

materials built well, they blend in together 

Prefer mirror imaging of a re-build if building 

knocked down 

Buildings should be in harmony with their 

surroundings. They need to blend in with 

surroundings. 

Should not be too close to each other 

Sensitive to local environment. Although sensitive 

to local environment some dispensation to 

consider design which seek to promote energy 

generation and conservation 

Traditional materials. Not obtrusive blend in with 

existing 

No buildings or materials that would detract from 

the character and atmosphere that has been 

prevalent in Cannock Wood for many years and is 

consistent with AONB 

Need to be kept within keeping of surrounding 

buildings 

That they blend in with the already varied mix of 

the village and not shout out, "Look at me, I'm 

different." 

New buildings should blend in with surrounding 

buildings 

Good design, preference of 1, 1.5, 2 storey 

buildings, adequate green space - these did not 

appear to be considered in the development in 

Park Gate Road 

On front parking 
To make the most of sunlight and blend the 

interiors with outside environment 

Must blend in. Green/lawn areas important. 
It would be difficult to fit ultramodern designs in 

sympathetically 

Set back from kerb - unique looking 
Village has a wider variety of styles don't want 

uniform estate type housing 
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What else matters about look of new building (continued) 

Well-spaced maintaining glimpsed views. Varied 

materials. Not uniform. Not too tall. Max 2 storey. 

Should fit into the surrounding mix but be unique. 

Plenty of garden. 

Low - traditional - natural materials to blend in with 

other buildings 

It needs to blend in with surrounding properties 

like Lichfield buildings not Burntwood 

Open minded to different styles It should blend in and not standout 

High quality of design 
Never forgetting that it is a village, not a housing 

estate 

Not putting too many buildings in a small space To blend in with rural areas  

In keeping with existing housing stock and designed 

well 
should fit in not crowded 

Good front garden space n/a 

Blends in with neighbouring properties. Keeps the 

"village" look. Set back off the road where possible 

with garden/lawn frontage. 

Must blend in with existing houses 

Must blend in or enhance the look of current housing Just in keeping with current buildings 

Not applicable. Resident/owners choice no glass boxes 

Blends in to its surroundings Should blend with existing building 

Retaining greenery, set back from main roads 

Need adequate space between sides of houses. The 

taller and larger the house, the more space is 

needed to avoid looking crowded. 

Not against innovative design Blends in with rest of surroundings 

Should be in keeping with existing styles Quality material 

Needs to blend in with current property types To blend in with the properties on the same road 

Front garden and parking available 
Just red brick is less attractive to me on large 

buildings. Prefer some render. 

Blends in well with existing homes Must blend in with existing buildings. 

Sympathetic with village Keeping it tasteful, not to stand out 

More concerned about impact of additional cars and 

parking 
That it blends in with existing buildings 

It should fit in with the surroundings 
Modern landscaping always helps any new building 

to blend in 

Spaced out well. Trees, bushes to shield and break up 

outline of buildings 
Off-set with foliage/lawns etc 

Should be in keeping with rest of village Traditional 
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frontage

Solid render,

traditional

Stafforshire

blue details

Mix of bricks

and render
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Steep roof

with detail

Housing

offset

planting

screens

parking

Mix 1, 1.5, 2

storey houses

Mix of 1 and

2 storey

houses

Building design features likes and dislikes

Dislike Like Not answered

What else matters about look of new building (continued) 

Quality builds that fit in with the surroundings Looks tidy 

Need to have character 
Spaced out generously, not crammed in, plenty of 

off- road parking 

Need to blend in with current village homes 
Must blend in with current buildings within the 

village 

In keeping with present village design Mix of building materials and not just brick 

  

Q16: Building materials likes and dislikes 

 

Solid 

red 

brick 

frontage 

Solid 

render, 

traditional 

Staffordshire 

blue details 

Mix of 

bricks 

and 

render 

(chalet 

style) 

Steep 

roof 

with 

detail 

Housing 

offset 

planting 

screens 

parking 

Mix 1, 

1.5, 2 

storey 

houses 

Mix of 

1 and 

2 

storey 

houses 

Dislike 76 1 11 23 15 8 11 11 

Like 69 155 134 120 131 145 133 127 

Not 

answered 63 52 63 65 62 55 64 70 
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0 50 100 150 200

 Reasonable distance…

Building line on road…

Garden space in relation…

Importance for infill and back 

garden development

Not answered Very important

Important Not important

Comments received: 
 

Should include wood clad timber barn style 

Solar panels, heat source, water collection system 

should be incorporated in new build? 

bungalows take up a lot of ground space single and 

two bed accommodation could be achieved by 

double storey flats and maisonettes 

Did not tick any examples in this question as not 

appropriate to lack of development 

Stupid question. People should be able to decide 

what their own house looks like 

Has ticked important to all boxes - then added: 

"Important" but Cannock Wood is not appropriate 

for this housing, too remote, no shops, limited 

public services. People may feel isolated and 

vulnerable in the above categories 

Maximum two storey 
   

 Q17: Infill and back garden development or demolition to rebuild more properties on site 

 

Reasonable 

distance 

between 

properties 

Building 

line on 

road 

frontages 

Garden 

space in 

relation 

to 

property 

size 

Not 

important 2 6 11 

Important 19 28 39 

Very 

important 185 172 154 

Not 

answered 2 2 4 

Comments received:  

Not blocking views and natural lighting of 

neighbouring homes 

No house should be demolished unless it can't be 

saved 

Not everyone needs or can cope with a garden - 

could consider a communal garden or space to sit 

Not on infill (only back garden development or 

demolition) 
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0 50 100 150 200

No development with in

10m of settlement…

Views from adjacent

properties across open…

Back garden space for

new and retained…

Sensitive edge development 

near settlement boundary

Not answered Very important

Important Not important

Q18: Sensitive edge development near settlement boundary 

 

 

Comments received:  
The concept of housing needed to attract people to the village is flawed. The village is a desirable place 

to live, there is no need to do anything to "attract" people to the village. It is not like we are an ex-

mining village that is a half empty ghost town. 

We strongly wish to retain the 'village' feel of Cannock Wood. Concern over increase in population, 

buildings and traffic 

Views should NOT be blocked this is one of the reasons we love the village, the space around us. 

This survey is all about development of housing not the development of the village. This village is 

hugely historically important and yet few people realise this. It is unique in its historic value yet the 

survey doesn't even touch on this. Would Woodstock put up with this!!! NO 

I particularly dislike paved over front gardens to accommodate multiple cars and when all hedging and 

grass is removed. Bungalows would be welcome as the frontage is usually wider and impacts less on 

the aesthetics of the views and also accommodate many family styles 

A design code to be established to encompass the ANOB and Greenbelt policies already in place and to 

ensure any building on infill is sympathetic to current property designs within the village and to allow 

its identity to remain as a village. No modern shoebox housing developments that would alter the 

village character 

 New houses should not be any closer together than existing properties. The settlement boundary 

should not be altered. Change of use of existing buildings should be closely monitored. 

Front gardens should be a mix of paving for parking and shrubs/grass/hedging and not 100% pavement. 

Any future new build should have a reasonable planting plan for front gardens. Plus good quality 

materials used in the build. 

Care should be taken when new builds have balconies. The house next to us had permission for a 5m 

wide balcony. The house was built with an 8m wide balcony that overlooked the whole of my garden 

and patio. Had to plant conifers for privacy. Thankfully Planning department listened and made them 

put up sides on the balcony. But people don't speak to us now. Still built too big at 8m.  

Discouraging builders from using too much hard landscaping. 

 

No 

development 

within 10m of 

settlement 

boundary 

Views from 

adjacent 

properties 

across 

open fields 

maintained 

Back 

garden 

space for 

new and 

retained 

properties 

no smaller 

than 

ground 

floor area 

of the 

properties 

Not 

important 8 2 9 

    

Important 32 24 35 

Very 

important 154 172 151 

Not 

answered 14 10 13 
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Consideration about parking is very important as often cars parked on road cause a hazard on Buds 

Road 

There are concerns in relation to a plot on Cumberledge Hill on the corner of Holly Hill Road opposite 

our house (number 31) that the landowner has threatened to put several caravans/mobile homes on - 

this is a huge concern for us and all of the neighbours as would not be in keeping with the rest of the 

area/village. It is also the site of a protected tree which the landowner has also commented is 

dangerous and is due to fall over 

Allowing demolition of original properties to squash in more would be detrimental to the village as it 

would close down the open aspect and celebrate encroachment to other properties thereby losing the 

friendly village life we are keen to protect. We cannot see any potential building plots available except 

for one within the settlement boundary map supplied.  

I think Cannock Wood as an area of AONB does not need buildings crammed together. I am a widow 

and I have lived here all of my life and worry when any area of land no matter how small gets built on 

and not necessarily with good housing. 

No development within 100metres of the settlement boundary. No land no houses. Not relevant. 

Development needs proof of need. 

Views from adjacent properties to the woods on Gilwell very important 

Properties should reflect the ambiance of the village. New buildings need to be in harmony with 

existing properties in the village 

preferably 20/30m  

No building on Green Belt land. Plenty of brown field sites available if required 

The Parish Council were very weak during a recent application to turn an area of Crawford House into 

an industrial storage area. It did not investigate the accuracy of claims. I hope if there is ever an appeal 

the Parish Council will fight the application. It is an ANOB after all. 

Given the relatively limited opportunity to develop in the parish, regard question irrelevant and did not 

tick any of the boxes 

More bungalows. Looking to move but lack of availability of houses in Cannock Wood means may look 

elsewhere. Don't particularly want to leave the village as lived here all my life 

Depends on individual circumstances (comment on question about 'no development within 10m of 

settlement boundary', and 'views across open fields from adjacent properties maintained') 

Design is incredibly [important]. Should be sympathetic to fit in with the local environment. 

Consideration of materials (wood glazing colour of bricks and cost-effective insulation) in both 

traditional and contemporary designs. Space and light or elements important to human life 

Given the size of some gardens in Cannock Wood, the NP should perhaps directly address the issue of 

back garden development and the circumstances in which it should be considered 

To keep a culture of rural design and period feature houses. To enhance our village and maintain views 

and open space. Sheltered housing and disabled housing not appropriate/suitable for this area due to 

rural location and lack of shops, bus routes and local facilities. 
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The village is a mix of styles. This should be celebrated in new designs. Back garden should be larger 

than ground floor are to give a feeling of airiness. Views are paramount. We live in a village not on a 

housing estate. 

Prefer houses to be in line with the houses around them. And no new houses to be built on greenbelt, 

including the land 

Very important to protect the greenbelt. 

Minimise 'garden grabbing' (developing houses in large existing gardens or knocking down houses and 

replacing with multiple dwellings). 

 

Anything else to add about housing, design and location 

Prefer infilling, extensions to existing housing areas, rather than isolated plots. Small scale 

developments to blend in with village rather than one large scale development 

I understood that one should be able to "push a wheelbarrow" all around a £detached£ property and 

that there should be a similar space on one side of a "semi". This is not so in the 1950/60 

developments. Future?? 

Maintain existing trees and hedgerows where possible and enhance by planting new hedgerows (as 

condition of any planning consent for new houses and possibly for existing particularly if building 

works are major renovation). No fake grass! Use of porous surface for driveways/water storage. Use 

of sustainable materials/re-use of materials on site if demolishing and rebuilding. Minimise any 

movement of soil off-site and use good soil conservation practices during building works to minimise 

carbon release (International Greenhouse Gas) and compaction. 

Need to be realistic about what people can and cannot do. Each application needs to be considered 

separately and communication with the property owner is key. Blanket bans turn people away from 

the village and puts peoples nose out of joint. They are more likely to go against local plans. 

Since there is no parish there is no parish boundary so no land available for allocation so no houses to 

be built. Any development would be judged as encroachment. 

I am passionate about protecting the greenbelt/AONB outside the settlement boundary. I think 

heights of new properties is important. Where I once looked over trees, there are now roofs of the 

new Park Gate properties. They dominate Gilwell. As does Baden Powell but at least the stipulation of 

a bungalow directly behind has been adhered to so far. 

Minimal housing being built. If people want housing there are multiple new build sites nearby!! 

Existing trees and hedges retained where-ever possible. Encourage use of more sustainable materials 

e.g. timber-frame. Sustainable drainage e.g. porous driveway, soakaway, alternatives of connection to 

combined sewer. No astroturf! Building Regs require all new driveways to avoid run-off to road/sewer 

(e.g. permeable or gulleys and soakaway) but this is never done/enforced. 

Consideration should be given to both traditional and contemporary designs each taking account of 

efficiency of heating lighting water systems installation natural light colour and cost of materials and 

resistance to extremes of weather. German Scandinavian etc. Should be considered along with 

traditional methods and design 
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TRANSPORT AND MOBILITY 

Q19, Q20 and Q21: Are you concerned about the volume of traffic in the village, is there a need for 

traffic calming or lower speed limit 

 

Volume of 

traffic a 

concern 

Traffic 

calming 

needed 

Yes 101 112 

No 95 83 

Not answered 12 13 

  

 

 
Comments made: 

Yes, concerned about volume of traffic in the village: Large lorries unsuitable for the village! 

The only problems appear to be "boy racers" from Burntwood side of village. (Cars coming from A51, up the 

lanes, passing school & Buds Road to go along Sevens Road towards Cannock - some of this is Gentleshaw and 

some Cannock Wood.) Scout camp Holly Hill Road to Castle Ring has very little traffic problems. 

20mph on non-through roads 

Sign that flashes your speed at you on Hayfield Hill. Signs saying 'Welcome to Cannock Wood, thank you for 

driving carefully', or 'please reduce your speed now' or something 

Not sure about need for traffic calming in the village as it can cause more problems than it solves 

The school causes many problems. I pass the school most days and parents do not respect parking laws at all 

or speed limits. They have large cars they cannot judge, they park on double yellow bends, speed up to the 

school late. I have considered writing to the school many times. I see parents arrive, park dangerously and 

boot their children out to cross the road alone - so they do not need to leave their warm cars. 
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Where is there a need for traffic calming

 Speed limit 

30 mph 113 

20 mph 75 

Not answered 20 
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Comments continued: 

Junction of Chestall Road/Sycamore Hill/Buds Road/Parkgate Rd: many cars just fly around there and there's 

no provision for pedestrians at all. Also Parkgate Road (one-way section), and the junction with 

Gilwell/Bradwell.  Calm traffic by altering road layout so that drivers have to stop; not speed humps.  (Also, 

over the border in Gentleshaw, consider mini-roundabout at junction of Buds/School Lane, so that traffic has 

to slow in that area; won't solve the parking problem but lower speed means more chance of the pedestrian 

surviving when the inevitable happens.  School should marshal cars to park on its playing field for evening 

events, with grass protector at entrance like the National Trust use.) 

Junction of Hayfield Hill/Cumberledge Hill/Sycamore Hill needs to be redesigned to reduce the entry into 

Hayfield Hill from Sycamore Hill direction - much too fast at present. Also calming required on Hayfield Hill, 

Buds Road and Cumberledge Hill. 

Chestall Road - concerned about people/children/dogs leaving the field - no warning for motorists! 

The noise from slowing down/speeding up maybe worse.  

Speed limit reduction - this won't make a difference to those that speed already - enforcement is needed 

20mph especially where visibility is hard or there is a higher collection of children - school, village hall, play 

areas 

 

Q22: Does your household use public transport available in the village  
  

     

 No - own 

transport 

No - 

does not 

fit needs  

No - 

unaware 

of 

provision 

Yes -

for 

work 

Yes -for 

shopping 

Yes - for 

education 

No 162 50 10       

Yes       2 14 8 

Not answered 46 158 198 206 194 200 

Comment made: EDA school provides bus service as public bus service does not meet needs. 
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Q23: What would encourage you to use public transport 

 Earlier bus 

times 

Later 

bus 

times 

Better 

reliability 

Better 

connections 

More 

frequent 

buses 

Better 

located 

or more 

bus 

stops 

Bus 

shelter 

More 

convenient 

routes (to 

doctors and 

hospitals) 

Yes 16 24 40 53 77 39 22 63 

No or not 

answered 
192 184 168 155 131 169 186 145 

 

Comments made: 

Bus to come to the top of Chestall Rd as it used to (Beaudesert Gates) 

Can't get to Pelsall or Bloxwich for work by bus in a reasonable amount of time 

More frequent buses - buses don't exist out of office hours 

Public transport does not apply to location of work 

I did use public transport after an operation though and they are too infrequent and too late for a commute to 

work. 

More convenient bus routes should include to school 
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What would encourage you to use public transport
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
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Commonside to pub
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Holly Hill Rd

Slang Lane

Provision for pedestrians where there are no pavements: 

where is this a problem?

 Q24: Are pavements within the village appropriate for pedestrian safety 

 

Pedestrian 

provision 

needed 

where no 

pavements 

Pavement 

parking 

pushing 

pedestrians 

into the 

road 

More 

dropped 

kerbs 

needed 

Yes 107 88 70 

No 55 54 53 

Not answered 46 66 85 

   

Note: the wording of this question 

unfortunately made it difficult to know 

whether to answer yes or no. Yes has been 

used where the locations of problem areas 

were given, even when the answer stated 

was no, because if a problem area was cited, 

the intention to flag up a problem was clear. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Pedestrian provision needed where no pavements

Pavement parking pushing pedestrians into the road

More dropped kerbs needed

Pedestrian safety concerns

Not answered No Yes
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Comments made: 

Confused how to answer this. (The helpful way that the survey was filled in saying 'yes needed' and location of 

problem areas made clear what the householder wanted to say.) 

Chestall Road by the Firs and by Park Gate Road junction. Also Cumberledge Hill across to Chapel Lane - dropped 

kerb doesn't line up with other side and visibility poor round bend with fast/speeding cars 

Pavements within the village are badly maintained by the council. It is often easier/safer to walk on the road. 

Difficult to cross The Firs and from the one-way into Buds Road with a pushchaire or wheelchair. Footpaths very 

uneven in places - very difficult for a mobility scooter. 

Parkgate Rd, Cumberledge Hill, lots of places, especially junction of Buds/Chestall/Sycamore/Parkgate. 

Think junction at end of Buds Road is dangerous. Coming down Chestall Road and turning left into Buds Road, 

think that first turning should be blocked off and made to come down second turning. Can see oncoming traffic 

more easily then 

On Slang Lane cars are parked (legally) but in an almost continuous run which sometimes forces traffic on Slang 

Lane to one side. Two corners are blind! And horses and horse-boxes are in and out of Court Bank Farm. This is a 

bottle neck area! (Safety issue). There are driveways on these houses but most seem to park on the road almost 

from the bottom end up and past Court Bank to the second house. Can something be done to ask to put cars on 

the drive!! 

The pavements from the Rag up to Hayfield Hill all along Cumberledge Hill are very narrow in places due to uncut 

hedges and overgrown verges 

Corner of Chestall Road bending to Buds Road is dangerous when cars parked on road (blind bend) 

You can't park on the road (Gilwell) completely as large vehicles wouldn't get past. Have cut my bushes back in 

response. 

The pavements are crooked and sloping in places. Not good for wheelchairs. 

Pavement parking - cars on pavements all over the village very dangerous for pedestrians 

Along new double yellow lines heading towards Dolly Makers Hill 

Pavement down Sycamore hill on the telephone exchange side is very dangerous. The adverse camber together 

with an even surface is an accident waiting to happen 

No pavements - footpath on Cumberledge Hill adjacent to Nuns Well. Hedges require cutting back and weeds and 

growth restricting width of footpath. If you are walking a dog, you do not feel safe with the cars/vans passing by. 

Some pavements need resurfacing. Very uneven. Could cause falls. 

Dropped kerbs - Generally footpaths are very uneven and very difficult. The alleyway in Pineside Ave in need of 

repair - quite dangerously uneven! 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Buds

Chestall

Hayfield

Bradwell

Gilwell

Park Gate

Pineside

Holly Hill

Village

Pavement parking pushing pedestrians into the road: where is 

this a problem?
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0%

50%

100%

Enhance public footpaths More cycle friendly

Enhance public footpaths for 

pedestrians and road safety for 

cyclists

Yes No Not answered

Junction of Parkgate Road and Sycamore Hill all corners should have dropped curb nearby 

There is a problem. Park Gate Rd/Chestall Rd really every junction needs a dropped kerb 
 

 

 

 

Comments made: 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Single file horse-riding only

Signage

Speed limits and traffic calming

Riders should obey the law

Suggestions for safety of horseriders made by several people

Q25 and Q26: enhancing public footpaths for pedestrians and road safety for cyclists 

  

Enhance 

public 

footpaths 

More 

cycle 

friendly 

Yes 138 45 

No  38 143 

Not answered 32 20 
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Bike locking facilities

Too hilly - flatten it out

Suggestions for making village more cycle-friendly
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I ride a bicycle and find most motorists to be very courteous and considerate 

Cycle Lanes! Restrictions on pathways on Castle Ring. Offer cycle friendly routes off paths 

Comments made continued: 

Just no need for this at all, it's a country area where people walk on the lanes 

Village is already cycle friendly used by both mountain and road cyclists 

I already cycle a lot. But speed reduction would help. Also extendable dog leads are a problem. Dogs should be 

kept close to heel on footpaths. 

Bit difficult for starter cyclists due to hills in all directions 

It's cycle friendly enough as it is. There is a problem with cyclists ignoring the one-way signs on Park Gate Road 

(Cycle friendly): lower speed limit. Cycle paths. Cycle (kids) activity at park to pump track 

The village is cycle friendly, just the roads out of the village such as Hayfield Hill has very fast traffic 

The village does not need to be more cycle friendly 

Cycle friendly: Better pavements with dropped kerbs, safety signs and improved lamp posts. Manage grass that 

has claimed some pavements 

I am a cyclist and there isn't a problem within the village apart from occasional idiots speeding 

  

Anything else to add about transport and mobility 

Educate parents regarding school drop off time. Other people use the road too, and teach them parking rules 

Between Gilwell and Park Gate Road, one way or no through road in either direction 

The horse riders should learn to use the roads better themselves BUT signs to drivers to let them know horses 

have right of way cars etc. should stop! Check law whether horses should be facing traffic like pedestrians or 

on same side as traffic 

Most people seem to behave fairly well - but better signage and possibly localised speed limits at blind spots 

e.g. top of Cumberledge Hill 

For both cyclists and horse-riders, greater education/awareness should be on posters/websites. There is a 

campaign on facebook called 'more than a cyclist'. It tries to encourage drivers to see cyclists as real people 

not an obstruction. Same for horse riders. 

A ring and book minibus style bus service as run in other local areas. This would supplement the existing bus 

services allowing access to additional transport options for both the elderly and those with disabilities who 

cannot drive. 

Warning signs as motorists enter the village. 

I am very concerned about the speed of cars down Buds Road. It is very dangerous to pull out of the Village 

Hall 

Parking needs to be heavily monitored at the school and action should be taken for those disrespecting. 

School traffic is the only concern I have. 

Footpath clearing is the only issue for walking. Traffic speed through village and parking on road by Village Hall 

and Buds Road 

Consideration of advisory signage to motorists, albeit locals know there is a high chance of horse-riders in the 

area  
Anything else to add about transport and mobility continued 
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A group of volunteers within the village to help with transportation of elderly/mobility issues to 

appointments/outings etc 

Excellent street lighting. Stronger prohibition of HGVs/Articulated lorries entering the village. These vehicles 

are frequently getting stuck on Holly Hill Road/Gilwell Road 

There is a significant problem with parking around the school/Buds Road at school opening/closing times. A 

traffic warden should be encouraged to visit 

Not a horse rider but there should be more road signs warning drivers of horses and riders in the road. 

Need more signs to make motorists aware of horses - many blind areas particularly coming down from 

Sycamore Hill turning into Hayfield Hill - cars do speed around corner 

Some pavements are quite narrow and hedge growth and parking by cars adds to the problem 

I think the road outside the school leading to Dollymakers has become a lot more busy in the last 5 years 

Perhaps a caution sign in Holly Hill Road since many of the horses use this road. A warning to dog owners: 

horse riders have to buy a permit to ride over the Chase- dog owners don't and dogs off leads often bother 

horses. 

Snow has reminded us that snow plough/gritters never go up Park Gate Road which given is main 

thoroughfare to Castle Ring seems inappropriate 

Mental health issues will ensue if we do not get the bus route to loop the village enabling us older and 

younger to use the service we used to have. A taxi to Morrisons supermarket at present costs with a tip £10 

each way, i.e. £20. 

Put some horse and rider signs up. Most villagers are respectful and careful 

School parking is a problem. Overgrown hedges onto pavement. Junction of Chestall and Holly Hill – non-

residents using Beaudesert get confused and drive straight over into Beaudesert 

A lot of hedges encroach onto footpaths and some roads (Cumberledge Hill) 

It would help if the drivers of vehicles stuck to the speed limit. Too many drivers speed which has been a 

constant problem for years 

Last time we caught a bus from Cannock Wood to Lichfield which was a one off. The bus was dirty and stunk of 

urine. It was not a pleasant experience 

Drivers keeping to speed limits and showing consideration (most do but not all). 

One way direction for traffic going down Ivy Lane starting from house number 7 to the bottom junction with 

Slang Lane. Very narrow lane and dangerous in winter. Some users speed up the lane using it as a 

thoroughfare 

More road signs re: horses on bad bends and cut through routes and slow down signs. Improved road surfaces 

Family members use the bus service. Bus service is valued as adequate. There should be more slow down signs 

as cars speed through Cumberledge Hill, where the electronic sign is up, but rarely used and we need more 

and along Buds Road. Cut through route to Lichfield - dangerous. 

Traffic calming on the main roads through roads which would allow a better experience for pedestrians and 

cyclists. Fewer parked cars at school time would also help. 

The speed of cars in the village. With blind bends especially, I worry about our daughters crossing the roads at 

Cumberledge Hill 

Lack of public transport does restrict the use of it in our household 

Encourage parents to walk their children to school instead of blocking village hall and Buds Road 

Already there so signposting not needed, already many walks on App. 

Those of us who enjoy walking create our own routes. I'm not sure that published walks are needed. 

Updated website to help make the most of the area 

Horse riders should use the bridle paths where they are available and not ride two abreast 

Weight restrictions for heavy vehicles. Sat-Nav causes problems guiding traffic coming into village up Holly Hill 

Road, then turning around to get to Park Gate Road! 

The old bus route reinstated through the village as I am too disabled to walk to the only bus stops 

Anything else to add about transport and mobility continued 
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Pavements in desperate need of attention. We've only lived here for 9 years but nothing has been done in that 

time. It's very difficult to walk on in places and push pushchairs and for wheelchairs. 

20mph zone Bradwell - Park Gate - Holly Hill - Chestall triangle, plus estate roads e.g. Pineside, Gilwell. 

Pavement badly needed on Park Gate between Bradwell and Buds Road junction - nearly run over there! 

Make gates for footpath past reservoir pram-friendly (both ends of path). Cheaper bus fares especially for 

short-hop route e.g. Cannock Wood to Sankeys corner should be <£2 return. 

I would object strongly to new pavements being built where currently none exist but I support maintenance of 

existing pavements. 

Much improved since through service to Lichfield restored - but would like more consideration given to 

connections e.g. with trains and long distance services 

Cars using Borough Lane as a cut-through travel very fast along the Buds. No car parking provision at the 

school can lead to parents parking all down Buds Road for evening events causing traffic delay and disruption. 

As we are high up can we have more gritting on the hills in winter 

Just more attention to the "fast lane" traffic from The Rag up and down Cumberledge Hill all the way through 

to the school/church via Buds Road. It's dangerous especially with the high volume of cars, cyclists, walkers, 

horses about. 

Walking down Hayfield Hill cars thunder past so Redmore Road is safer, but no footpath. Same for cycling, 

Redmore Road is easier but junction by the Redmore is dangerous to access Rugeley Road or turn right from 

Redmore Road. 

If large public transport cannot run such as buses how about smaller buses which would be full making more 

economical 

Bus companies work on the bums on bus seats so unless you fill every bus every hour you won't get another 

bus. Since we get a regular 1 hour service think yourself lucky. You could be living in Barnsley or Longdon who 

only have a Ring and Ride and no thro' routes. P.22 LPC plan 

Stop people parking on the footpath/road opposite driveways and bus stops making it difficult to pass and 

dangerous for other households to pull off driveways, especially when their drives are empty!! 

Given location near Castle Ring/access to Cannock Chase have a huge opportunity with cycling community. 

Childrens bike activities at park to pump track, rollers, etc, etc. Fund for attracting cycling competitions? 

Starting at Castle Ring. Revenue for local pubs etc. 

Buds Road traffic calming and improved pedestrian safety crossing the roads where there is adequate visibility 

and a footpath to cross to. Also improve safety for exiting playing field into pedestrian area not directly 

through hedge on to road. Traffic will be slowed by not being able to swing round corners at speed and 

unsighted.  Design supplied (see appendix).    Also suggest that the narrow part of Park Gate Road (one-way 

section) should have a footpath (cut into bank if necessary) and should be one-way in the opposite direction to 

at present. At the top of Bradwell Lane at the moment can't see what's coming down the little lane. Also 

currently some drivers approach this junction from Castle Ring end far too fast and then swing round into 

Bradwell Lane. It would be better that they continue straight on, and then are required to stop at cross-roads 

soon after. Visibility at the bottom of Bradwell Lane for traffic coming up Cumberledge Hill is very restricted, 

so better that traffic joins Sycamore Hill instead at Buds Road triangle where there is more visibility. Apply for 

'quiet lane' status for the part of Holly Hill Road behind Park Gate Inn (and Redmoor Road which is a rat run for 

some to A51 via Borough Lane and past the school, although not in parish).    20mph anywhere within 

settlement boundary that there is no pedestrian provision. 

Our main concern is speeding traffic, racing cars, excessive speeding can be very worrying 

Consider scope for shared mobility solutions in the future. For example, electric vehicle charging points and E 

scooters to wheel shared use points 

More gritting when the weather is bad as it is always particularly bad in the village so could we request extra 

gritting 

Too many HGV and articulated trucks using Hayfield Hill to cut through from Sevens Road to the A51. Sat Navs 

likely being used. This happens regularly at night. Drivers often unaware of Dollymakers ertc. 

Also the lanes to the A51 have become a racetrack in mornings and evenings. I realise this is Gentleshaw and 

Lichfield DC but traffic also uses Cumberledge Hill, Sycamore and Buds Rd 
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Anything else to add about transport and mobility continued 

 

Sycamore Hill pavement needs resurfacing 

A 'dial a bus' system would be good. There are schemes in rural areas of Staffordshire. I believe Hill Ridware 

makes use of one. 

It’s an eclectic mix and everyone seems to get along, in my opinion 

More HGV navigated to the roads and lanes here in recent years with obvious an awareness of the narrow 

lane is a lot of damage to verges and road services 

The hedging and pavement on Cumberledge Hill from Slang Lane down to Nun's Well needs maintaining for 

pedestrians 
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 ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 

Q28: Importance to you of greenbelt, AONB and views 
 

 

    

 

 

Green Belt and 

AONB setting 

Views from 

within village 

Views of 

the village 

from 

vantage 

points 

Views 

within 

village 

Very important 203 182 188 173 

Quite important 2 20 14 21 

Not at all important 1 3 4 3 

Not answered 2 3 2 11 
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Important views 

From Parkgate Road, from Chestall Road, from playing fields 

From Gentleshaw and Castle Ring 

View from my house over Court Bank Farm and further afield 

Public footpath behind Gentleshaw reservoir; Castle Ring towards Rugeley 

Park Gate Road across fields 

playing fields, Park Gate Pub car park, back of reservoir towards Lichfield 

Over common (south, south-west). Playing fields towards Chestall, Windmill Bank, forest 

Across the fields when standing in Parkgate Road. From village hall field. Views from Castle Ring 

From Park Gate Inn car park, village hall car park, the field, all facing west 

Looking west from Hayfield Hill to Nunswell and east from Hayfield Hill to Gentleshaw Common 

From Castle Ring in all directions. From village church in all directions. From Park Gate Road over the fields 

Castle Ring in every view, particularly to Burntwood. Hayfield Hill driving up to village and towards Burntwood 

From Hayfield Hill houses east to Gentleshaw Common and west over Court Bank Farm, from Park Gate Road 

over fields to Bradwell Lane, Cumberledge Hill, Chapel Lane and beyond.  

Coming out of Chase Terrace and seeing the fields between Chase Terrace and the village. Separation of the 

two areas is vital and gives a good view of the village. 

View from the village field. Views from Castle Ring (trees getting too tall in the north view) 

Any view with trees and open fields 

Park Gate Road by Parkgate pub overlooking towards Prospect Village, Village playing field towards Rawnsley 

Any view looking outwards from within the settlement boundary to the surrounding countryside. 

From the cricket pavilion across the cricket field. From the Castle Ring 

View of common from rear houses on Hayfield Hill. View from tarmac road near reservoir. View from Park 

Gate Road over fields. 

Nuns Well and adjoining fields and woodlands 

From the common and Castle Ring 

We appreciate all the beauty surrounding this area (but see answer re Castle Ring) 

All views looking out to countryside, including open fields 

Top of Castle Ring - towards Rugeley. From the common - towards Rawnsley. From my window - towards 

Burntwood and then Walsall. 

From Castle Ring. At the rear of the waterworks looking towards Lichfield. Reservoir 

Like all current views and the greenness. Don’t need any more developments in green areas 

Holly Hill Rd, Park Gate Rd, Chestall Rd, Buds Rd, Cumberledge Hill 

Breath-taking views wherever you look within the village 

Westerly from our bedroom on Hayfield Hill towards Nunswell 

From Chapel Lane, Holly Hill Lane and from Slang Lang towards Bradshaws where I live 
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Important views continued 

Views south from playing field 

They are all equally important 

Views across to Gentleshaw from my house 

From Slang Lane to Nuns Well 

Views over Gentleshaw Common and all the surrounding areas 

All views 

all views 

I am unable to get out much 

views from Cannock Wood looking down Hayfield Hill 

Fields, forest, open  long views, green and rural 

Views from Castle Ring and surrounding areas 

To the woods over the fields at the top of Gilwell. 

From Chestall Road overlooking the village hall playing field 

All surrounding areas 

Nuns Well Park. Nature and differianty? 

Views from Castle Ring 

Views from Hayfield Hill and Slang Lane, towards the Ancient Forest and Nun's Well 

Openness in all directions from various points around the village. 

From the front of Park Lodge looking towards Park Gate. From the side, looking across to Ironstone Road and 

to the rear looking towards Rawnsley 

looking west from Slang Lane 

Looking eastward towards The Old Windmill and across Gentleshaw Common 

The view from my window as I am almost house bound 

don’t have a view 

Looking out over the back of Hayfield Hill in direction of Nunswell 

All views are extremely important 

All are important! 

All are important! 

views from Gentleshaw Common from NE direction 

Across Common & from Castle Ring 

Gentleshaw Common & from my back garden 

We took on a mortgage again after being mortgage free to move to Cannock Wood for the peace, views and 

rural and tranquil lifestyle 

Park Gate Road over the fields and across to the Ring 

Which views are important - None, in particular, although view should be considered when the effect of new 

development is reviewed 

View from Park Gate Road is beautiful as is view from reservoir. View over fields of Chestall Estate is lovely 

From Castle Ring in every direction. From the cricket field in every direction. Towards Lichfield from Windmill 

Bank 
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Important views continued 

I adore the views of the village on the approach roads from Chase Terrace and Rawnsley. Also from the 

top of Chestall Road looking towards and across the waterworks not forgetting Castle Ring and views on 

Park Gate Road 

Various views of the sunset. Chestall Road looking southwest. All the views from Castle Ring 

Views from Castle Ring scenic walks view of village setting from home upstairs 

Over fields from Park Gate, fields from Holly Hill at Chapel Lane junction, long view from playing fields, 

Nuns Well from Slang Lane/Cumberledge Hill, from Castle Ring over plain 

From Park Gate Road looking across field from farm gate and from Castle Ring car park entrance. Looking 

across horse fields on Holly Hill Road. Long distant view from playing fields. Chapel Lane, fields both sides. 

Cumberledge Hill, fields both sides. Nuns Well and fields viewed from footpath off Hayfield Hill. View 

across fields at Chapel Lane and Holly Hill Road junction. Holly Hill Road forest one side and fields the 

other (section going down from Park Gate). Reservoir path view over to Lichfield. Castle Ring and forest. 

From the common looking towards and over Hayfield Hill. All of the views from Castle Ring and 

surrounding fields. The scenery around Nunswell. 

View of Barr Beacon from the back of our house, view from the top of the playing field, view towards 

playing field from the front of our house, view across the fields from Park Gate Rd. 

Not sure what this question is asking. All views are important. There will always be views that mean more 

to some people than others. 

The view at the end of the track signposted Chestall Estate accessed off Buds Road 

Looking over the common down towards Burntwood and further 

Open views from Hayfield Hill towards Boney Hay and from Redmore pub across Common 

View from my window on Chestall Road, makes me smile everyday 

Over village green. All areas of views are important 

Chestall Road towards Gentleshaw Common and beyond 

Long distance views towards Lichfield from reservoir 

View of village from bottom of Hayfield Hill, view of village from Ironstone Road, View of village from 

Holly Hill Road across fields. View of Rugeley from Castle Ring 

All views are important. It would help if the Forestry Commission restricted the height of trees to improve 

views all around Castle Ring  

Views from Castle Ring back across the Chase walking down Holly Hill Road towards Cumberledge Hill. 

Nuns well - very important area with the trees surrounding it - views from the brow of Cumberledge Hill 

towards Rag pub - at the rear of the houses - trees in abundance / bats / wildlife 

Views from Castle Ring and Cannock Chase vantage points. View from near our property in Cumberledge 

Hill. All views around and within village 

Castle Ring looking in all directions. Playing Field looking towards the West Midlands. All Chase views! 

The common and Castle Ring views from Parkgate Road and Highfield are beautiful 

Cannock Wood is unlikely ever to be suggested as a serious site for development due to its isolation and 

also as you know the greenbelt, AONB, CCDP, International Area of Conservation make Cannock Wood a 

fortress. 

Views from Park Gate across fields and similar from Castle Ring car park from waterworks path across 

fields towards Lichfield 

House upstairs rear window view and view from the front of the house 

Also views from Castle Ring (although much reduced now by trees) and Holly Hill Road. Views towards 

Lichfield and far beyond from public footpath by reservoir. Views from playing field. 
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Important views continued 

In particular Castle Ring, Cannock Chase, Gentleshaw Common and Nuns Well area 

From the front of the house looking towards the Common and to the rear to Court Bank Farm. Photos to 

come. All current views in the village. 

Hayfield Hill - I live in a position whereby I have a view from the front of my property, see the Common 

and open fields. The rear seeing fields where deer used to roam and also other wildlife. All of it is 

completely gone. Sharing my property with the ducks and the smaller wildlife certainly made it an area of 

natural beauty. Now only fields. Wildlife gone. Why? They did no harm. They were part of the beauty of 

Cannock Chase. 

From Hayfield Hill looking towards the Windmill. Also from Hayfield Hill looking towards Nuns Well 

Nunswell, Court Bank from Hayfield Hill. View from park on Buds Road across Bleak House, Sevens Road. 

Castle Ring across Cannock Chase. 

Hayfield Hill towards South West/West overlooking Nunswell Valley and Nunswell Park and beyond 

We live on Hayfield Hill and have excellent views across the Gentleshaw Common. It is one of the main 

reasons we purchased the property so would not want it ruined 

View across to Gentleshaw Common. View across fields in direction of Prospect Village 

View of Gentleshaw Common from Hayfield Hill 

Throughout the village views are excellent. We would not want any of these views to be lost for future 

residents 

From the Playing field and Buds Road looking towards the Common. Also the view from the Buds Road 

looking across towards the public footpath that goes up to the indoor water reservoir 

The street scenes that face onto the green space should not be obstructed by new housing. 

All views from village 

Open view to West on Park Gate Road 

Public footpath behind Gentleshaw reservoir to hear the stag roar and see the beautiful deer. 

Coming home - looking up at the village always gives me a feeling of pride of living here 

The view from the entrance to Castle Ring looking down across the fields towards Cumberledge Hill/the 

Rag/Nun's Well direction 

All views are important to our village 

All views are important to us 

Across fields to and from the Common and Chase 

All the views are important. We walk several times a week all round the village and we enjoy all aspects 

Slang Lane looking east south west west looking over NunswellPark, Redmore areas and beyond to 

Chapel Lane 

Castle Ring, view of Nun's Well from Cumberledge and Slang Lane, view from village hall pavilion across 

village, Park Gate Road across fields towards The Rag, view of village from the common 

Views from my home are important and relatively unchanged apart from tree growth and density, 

enhancing AONB. 

Collected all viewpoints particularly from our rear garden. The presence of views taking advantage of the 

villages elevated position needs to be protected 

View of Wrekin from playing fields, of fields from the houses on Buds Rd and Sycamore Hill (to south), of 

Burntwood from the playing field, of playing field from surrounding houses. All the present views in the 

village make it a village. Lose them and we are a town! 
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Important views continued 

View from the Cumberledge Hill/Chapel Lane junction into the village (East). View from Park Gate Road 

across the fields towards the Rag (South West) 

From Cumberledge Hill (near Slang Lane) looking North to Holly Hill Road. The open farm and greenbelt 

land here adds to the beauty and distinct views of the area. Provides character to the Chase tree line and 

Castle Ring. It also enhances the church on Chapel Lane and opens the views from Castle Ring 

 

Q29: Support some vegetation removal at Castle Ring as part of maintenance plan 

Yes 178 86% 

No  21 10% 

Not answered 9 4% 

 

Comments made: 

Tree line around the Ring should be kept low as it's an ancient monument - this includes scrub.  

Maybe support some vegetation removal, depending on how it is done. The layer of trees surrounding 

it (to south between car park and village) protect Castle Ring views too and offer a windbreak. Single 

layers of trees more vulnerable. It can also be a noise buffer.   

Support some vegetation removal at Castle Ring as long as remains unspoilt 

Too many trees already (Castle Ring) 

I think it would be more important to get it cleaned up to remove dog mess and improve the paths. I 

have lived here 85 years and only been on Castle Ring TWICE in my lifetime because it is so dirty and 

unkept 

To a point. Much better with a few silver birch trees in centre. When all removed looks very bare. 

Castle Ring: The trees at Rugeley side are getting very tall now and also small trees are developing 

inside and on the ring itself 

But explanation needed to general public about why, because most won't support trees being cut 

down. 

Castle Ring - Not sure we don’t have enough information. 

Castle Ring - I would need more information but I would go watch the experts 

Need better signs to stop cyclists going around the top of the ring like they are in a velodrome 

As long as it's sympathetic and has no impact on wildlife 

Support question 29 within reason the ferns are taking over 

Castle Ring should be defended by CWPC most vigorously as it is in danger of disappearing. It has 

nothing to do with feasible and as usual you are wrong it is a site of Historic Importance. 

Stop cutting down trees! 

At one time 5 counties could be viewed from Castle Ring. This is no longer the case sadly. 

Trees/vegetation should not be removed for "views" 

The scene has changed radically 

Enough trees have been cut down on Castle Ring already 

Impeded views but the surrounding land is Forestry Commission trees can be fenced in rotation so as 

to always provide 30 to 50% unimpeded views 
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Q30: What would help you make the most of the local area 

 

Signposted 

walks 

Walks 

on app 

Walks on 

paper 

leaflets 

Organised 

walking 

groups 

Organised 

cycling 

groups 

Public info on a 

notice board 

Important 129 81 66 52 22 130 

Not important 30 36 56 56 41 20 

Wouldn't use 35 67 60 75 116 32 

Not answered 14 24 26 25 29 26 

 

Comments made: 

We know the area so wouldn't use but we often help others with directions - poor question. 

I couldn't use others as I am too physically disabled what about virtual walks 

A safe footpath to Georges Hayes - walking the road between Gentleshaw and Georges Hayes is too 

dangerous. 

Ensure public footpaths usage is adhered to, no straying from designated public paths 

If widely advertised walks lots of people will come into village (increasing traffic) 

A "no entry sign" on slip road in front of shop from Sycamore into Buds Road for vehicles - the junction should 

be used as on opposite side from Buds Road to Chestall. 

Very familiar with local area so wouldn't use any of the above myself, but might be useful for visitors 

Pram walk group. Familiar with local area so don't need walk suggestions personally but would be good for 

visitors or those not familiar. 

Regular maintenance of footpaths, styles etc 

More benches, details of length of walks. 

I already walk with the Ramblers. There is a group in Lichfield and a Chase group. There are plenty of cycling 

groups already. 

Sign posts to public car park to stop people parking outside Park Lodge 

Already got signposted walks. How many people have internet. Walks on leaflets, walking groups, cycling 

groups - comment for all 'where to'. Public information board - how does that help. You don't need a NP for 

this as they are totally not relevant to NP 

A map of public footpaths within the village would be nice. Ones that are flat routes for older/younger 

residents included. 

Guide book including some history - maybe circular route could include a pub 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Signposted walks

Walks on app

Walks on paper leaflets

Organised walking groups

Organised cycling groups

Public info on a notice board

Making more use of the local area

Not answered Wouldn't use Not important Important
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Comments made continued 

Reopen Nunswell Car Park as per Castle Ring Car Park 

Improved local website with info, routes and maps 

Dog walking group 

Some of the CC Longdon area walking leaflets are great 

Investment into local village hall and pubs, particularly The Park Gate and its outside area 

Well maintained footpaths. Information on boards on route. A village map showing walks on a sign board. 

WI newsletter 

Other - The appropriate authorities keeping the paths in good condition clearing vegetation and maintaining 

stiles 

No dog litter signs and poo bins/litter bins required 

 

Q31: What should the Neighbourhood Plan prioritise to protect the village environment 

 

Light pollution  
Noise 

pollution 

Habitats 

and 

biodiversity 

Trees, 

hedgerows, 

woodland 

Impact of 

alternative 

energy 

installations  

Yes 62 124 172 176 105 

Note: the question asked for three choices only, some people  ticked more commenting that the 

options should not be mutually exclusive, so the relative importance  of issues is not fully established 

by the answers shown above. 

Comments made: 

All options ticked. Alternative energy is the most important as without this other important issues will be 

affected. 

NP should seek to protect ALL of these - not mutually exclusive. 

We have just had extra bright streetlights fitted! 

Litter is a particular problem caused by visitors to the area disposing of litter (especially McDonalds wrappers) 

out of their car windows 

The Raceway is noisy. 

No large windmills but could we put solar panels on the waterworks land for example? 

Against minimising light pollution because of safety. Encourage wind turbines. 

 

Q32: Is enough done to protect the environment in the village 

Yes 92 

No 58 

Not answered or 

unsure 58 

 

Areas of concern and suggestions for enhancing the environment: 

We moved to a house in Cannock Wood with amazing views from rear first floor windows. New build housing 

(2 x houses) were approved to change specification to 3 storey which now obscures our rural views - extremely 

unhappy with this 

Not enough done to protect the environment with the village. Concern that the playing fields and green areas 

are not built on 

Something is done to reduce speeding drivers. Protect the village from unscrupulous housing developers 

Too many hedgerows removed and replaced by brick or fencing barriers. Encourage planting more bushes and 

reopen animal corridors 
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Areas of concern and suggestions for enhancing the environment continued 

Concern - keeping existing footpaths open and clear of barbed wire and blocks 

Castle Ring needs clearing of young trees and growth over the footpaths 

Too many visitors not adhering to the countryside code 

Visitors riding their cycles around the top of Castle Ring 

Bins need to be emptied more frequently or another bin added to Castle Ring. Weekends see the bins 

overflowing 

We would like to see existing hedges protected within Building Plans 

We would like to see some areas set aside for tree planting 

More provision for upcycling and or recycling of goods and materials - possibly making use of the village hall 

and forging links with the local school 

More litter bins located at various sites including Castle Ring, Gentleshaw Common, and parking opposite the 

Church/Common 

Forge links and encourage local landowners to maintain footpaths and ensure sites are kept safe and 

maintained to a high standard. (A number of long-distance footpaths such as Staffordshire and Heart of 

England Ways run through our village.) 

The planting of native wild flowers as well as planting for pollinators. 

Ensuring TPOs are kept updated to insure after property development that trees removed are replaced or 

resited (eg Development on Chapel Lane...where trees were removed). 

More areas for wildlife/planting for insects. We get a lot of wind I'd like to find a way to use it for energy 

(discreetly, not huge turbines). 

Dog fouling on the playing field. Dogs not under control. 

Not sure what is being done to protect environment within the village. (Several other surveys response have 

said the same). 

Think there are enough houses in the village, anymore would spoil the beautiful area 

Unaware of what is being done to enhance environment. Publicise it more 

Removing trees/hedging should be monitored but help for those with protected trees 

Talks about how to conserve wildlife and protect habitats would be good. 

Litter picking advertised 

More info on noticeboards etc 

New development is concerning with the added 'traffic' the impact this would have on the landscape. The 

natural habitat / trees / hedgerows need protecting to provide the biodiversity / reduce light pollution 

Castle Ring car park would benefit from a permanent automated time controlling barrier to ensure continued 

control of anti-social/drug/alcohol behaviour. The monument requires better signage/policing to prevent 

walkers/cyclists accessing from many points around the banks. 

Better tree management as most need some management as they are too tall for the areas they are in. Dog 

mess around Castle Ring is terrible. I have a dog and clean his mess up! I don't think it's just outsiders that 

leave the mess on the edge of the path either. 

We should ensure there are strategies in place to avoid LD Council building up to our parish boundary and in 

Gentleshaw 

Encourage use of Nunswell Park 

Important to protect the Green Belt and AONB and to protect the size of the village. 

I suggest planting more trees in different areas to make the area feel nicer and preserve more wildlife 

Get rid of dog poo bags and use the stick and flick method. Bags of poo hanging off trees and on the floor is 

not a good look 

Residents cutting down established trees without any plan to replace them. Litter. 

To ensure that local landowners follow good principles to promote wildlife biodiversity 
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Areas of concern and suggestions for enhancing the environment continued 

To remove telegraph poles (eg Hayfield Hill) and place all wiring underground 

To encourage local landowners to create and maintain wild-life meadows. 

To encourage interest in and care for our archaeological heritage, eg Castle Ring, and the area in and around 

Courts Bank Convent xxx the raised platform (site of a medieval farm house?) a Bloomery, Nuns Well, the 

Cistercian Abbey site and the area of flint knapping. 

Allowing the wildlife to live back at Cannock Wood. They were here before us. I loved seeing the deer peeping 

round the trees at us when it was Bluebell Wood and Nuns Well from 1948 onwards. 

The magic of all this has gone. They were all part of nature 

Castle Ring banks are becoming eroded better signage for litter/cycles and dog poop 

Improve areas of the playing fields 

Create improved parts of the playing fields, corners could be managed wildlife areas with species rich planting. 

Create a sensory garden area, or interesting features and biodiversity enhancements 

Endeavour to encourage existing and new wildlife into the area by creating and maintaining habitats including 

woodland and meadows and common areas, thus promoting biodiversity on all levels 

I like the fact that Castle Ring car park is closed at night - a good development 

Would like to see children and teenagers involved and made aware of the environment. I will contact 

Staffordshire Wildlife and see if it has a junior section or will do some walks and talk sessions with our young 

people. If so, I will organise. 

Castle Ring pathways being eroded by horse riders and cyclists! 

See my comments on proposed development of Crawford House  

There appears to be no protection for hedges and many have been lost in favour of panelled fencing 

More wild verges and field perimeters needed. Castle Ring should be left to nature. The felling of the trees on 

and around Castle Ring back in 2000 did nothing for the acid grassland other than leave it damaged with brash 

and branches and the subsequent takeover and proliferation of bracken! 

Not aware of anything is done to protect environment 

This is supposed to be a smokeless zone - these days anything goes. The lovely fresh air has gone. Why? When 

we were told in the 1960s that this is a clean air zone?! 

The Council made a mess of trimming the bushes on the corner of Gilwell Rd and Park Gate Rd. More care 

should be taken 

Lack of flower bed. To promote a volunteer workforce. Brighten up environment 

It seems when many properties are sold, the residents want to cut down established trees and hedges 

Snow and ice grit boxes in more locations and maintenance 

To plant shrubs and trees on green area or wildflowers. Stop the CCC mowing it.  

Organise a bee society. Produce honey for the village 

An online version of this questionnaire would have avoided a lot of paper/colour printing use. Focal point 

'interpretation panel' signs about views, landmarks wildlife etc. Need more dog poo bins e.g. Gilwell 

Road/Holly Hill, and Holly Hill entrance to the chase or Holly Hill/Cumberledge junction 

More green verges and Wilding of areas around playing field and waterworks 

Rewild verges and mowed areas in keeping with local wildflowers to encourage wildlife and make a corridor 

from Castle Ring to the common. Minimise light pollution (dark skies) manage visual impact, scale and location 

of alternative energy installations 

Areas of concern - Court Bank Farm and the road network and building of buildings and lighting 

Some houses built on Hayfield Hill and entrances have been crammed into areas more open. This takes away 

the open feel of the area as well as reducing natural habitat 

Corridors of open space however big or small are important. So if building land becomes available it should not 

be used just to maximise profits with the biggest house. Rebuilding beyond current house footprints should be 

highly investigated to see its habitat and environmental impact 
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Anything else to add about environment and sustainability 

No there is always a risk of housing estates and wind farms 

Transition Towns Initiatives. Flower boxes by the signpost on the grass triangle by Castle Ring - would also stop 

people parking on it. Some posts or something to restrict parking on road next to Castle Ring as the verge is 

damaged and more runoff occurring which can make it dangerous in winter (ice). Promote and support 

sustainability. Village wide bee combs, involved locals in planting and volunteering / a day to support wildlife 

(maybe small packets per house) 

Solar panels on the southern easterly side of water reservoir would be virtually invisible but help with green 

energy. Explore and promote alternatives to or additions to loft insulation and cavity walls to help insulate and 

improve efficiency of properties in the area. Persuade the government that suitable subsidies could also be 

available to cottages like mine that cannot qualify for traditional insulating but could facilitate things like 

additional insulated plasterboarding. 

I am not averse to wood burning stoves - I own one - but not here in this village where most houses are close 

together and the smoke easily gets into surrounding homes. In an area such as this classed as an AONB, air 

quality should be good but I feel now that is not the case here. 

NP should seek to protect against inappropriate equestrian development, e.g. development of Court Bank 

Farm. Too large, not sensitive design, spoils view. Also horse paddock/arena lights create additional light 

pollution and are very visible. Signage by public footpath through Court Bank Farm (Nuns Well - Hayfield) 

spoils rural feel - makes it feel like a theme park! Would support rewilding of low grade farmland around 

village. 

Would be good to promote native hedgerow planting, and hedgehog routes between neighbouring gardens as 

a whole-village scheme. Floodlights for equestrian developments are unsuitable - too bright. 

Concerned about felling of trees. A large area of trees were destroyed opposite The Rag apparently for solar 

panels but nothing has been done with the land for years. Destruction of large bluebell wood on chase 

The area around the old fishing pond by the pit is abused by fisherfolk of all genders! Damage to trees to clear 

casting areas is a practice that needs to be discouraged. Surely permits should be required and enforced by 

the Forestry Commission. They seem happy to make a mess (when logging) but very seldom clear up or 

reinstate the paths and tracks. 

The orange streetlights should be replaced with LED lights that shine downwards to minimise light pollution. 

Alternative energy needs to be considered for near future. 

Bat walks, nature walks. Keep in view development impact on our local deer. Set a precedence for what can be 

achieved in Staffordshire 

Four + years ago the Redmoor copse was decimated so reinstating that would be a good start. Plant trees 

around the playing field suggested by AONB to help in its security. 

No real (organised) groups to help look after green areas. Areas on field could be planted to attract 

bees/butterflies. Grass at Buds Lane is wasted opportunity to plant flower garden 

Our main concern is speeding throughout the village creating danger to other traffic, pedestrians, dog walkers 

and horses 

We should promote opportunities for sustainable energy generation i.e. solar and wind even for Village Hall to 

replace existing fossil fuels. Additional activity to support wildlife i.e. bird and bat boxes and general habitats 

There is always concern that further housing is to be developed and ruin the landscape around the village 

Wilding should take into consideration the surrounding countryside and planting should be sympathetic not 

brash in favour of wildlife corridors 
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COMMUNITY WELLBEING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

Q33: How important are these local facilities? 

 

Places of 

worship 

Playing 

field 
Pubs School 

Castle 

Ring 
Shop 

High 

Meadow 

garages 

Village 

hall 

Village 

notice 

board 

Important  131 189 167 146 198 114 29 189 150 

Not 

important 2 2 13 1 1 11 20 3 14 

Don't use 65 14 14 48 2 62 128 8 30 

Not 

answered 10 3 14 13 7 21 31 8 14 

 

Comments made: 

Q33 is impossible to answer as formulated. All these things are important to the village - the question of 

whether particular individuals use them is another question altogether e.g. we have no children living within 

the catchment area of the local primary school and obviously don’t use it ourselves but it is absolutely vital 

Answered only for the facilities in Cannock Wood, not those outside the NP area in Longdon. Village shop - if 

they were concerned they would use it. 

The chapel is at risk of closure - we should work to protect it. 

Don't use the pubs - would like a coffee shop though. 

 

Q34: Are you missing out because you need help getting to village hall? 

Yes 3 

No 176 

Not answered 29 

 

Q35. What other facilities or organisations would improve village life for you? 

Shop open more. Community hub shop with café, library 

General store, milk, bread, papers etc. Open early to late, 7 days a week 

Would love to do yoga but it's only available in daytime. Perhaps community film club. 

A functioning village shop.  A dog walking group 

63%

91%

80%

70%

95%

55%

14%

91%

72%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

PLACES OF WORSHIP

PLAYING FIELD

PUBS

SCHOOL

CASTLE RING

SHOP

HIGH MEADOW GARAGES

VILLAGE HALL

VILLAGE NOTICE BOARD

How important are these local facilities
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What other facilities or organisations would improve village life for you? (continued) 

A shop well equipped and open regularly, Place facilities available in village hall on noticeboard 

Dog training club in village hall 

Village Hall is well used and a hub for our community 

Improve website - use Facebook. More family activities.  

Village Hall looks stuck in the 1960s and drab inside. It's great to have and room sizes are good. Active use 

should be made of the field behind the village hall - possibly community orchard. Preserve the ancient 

hedgerows 

Limited information on village hall activities. Notice board diary and advertising single events on car park 

would be good 

Community type café to meet up with friends 

Crafts. Book/jigsaw exchange. Art classes. Keep fit. Village fair or other inclusive events. 

We do not use the village hall at the moment but as we work yoga classes would be of interest if available 

earlier in the evening. 

Shop that opens daily, Hairdresser. Health & wellbeing services. Wraparound services 

Fitness classes weekly maybe on evenings 

Village hall could be modernised and have live band nights with free entry but taking income/revenue from 

bar and food 

Is there a need for a community transport service? 

Cricket and football teams to be encouraged 

When it is open it would be good if the locals were more friendly, Maybe a coffee morning to meet and not sit 

in established groups 

Coffee Shop, more family events for all ages of the village 

Village shop ideal, Hall evening exercise/dance options 

Shop/Post Office - open normal shop hours. Newsagent 

It's very well used by variety of groups to suit different age groups 

Happy with available facilities 

Advertise on social media events and clubs 

Good facilities 

Occasional music concerts 

Better children's play area and PC environmental officer 

Shop open more 

Christmas Fayre/Summer Fete 

Adult dancing class would be lovely 

Not required for NP. This is purely a parish council concern. 

IT facilities in village hall with screen/projector 

It would be nice if there were more groups for single/divorced/widowed residents to socialise 

Shop and interaction between pub and community 

Harvest festival, summer fete, Easter egg hunt and family event for village 

More groups on evenings. A lot of the activities and groups are held during the day. For full-time workers, this 

is not convenient. 

Would be nice if shop was more accessible/open 

It fulfills our needs at present 

village shop 

more exercise or social classes in an evening 

More communication about events / better promotion of facilities 

A repair café in the village hall once a month 
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What other facilities or organisations would improve village life for you? (continued) 

Events for the village 

Sports for toddlers 

Facilities for young people 

Post office and café 

Pensioners club where we could all meet up for a catch up and a cup of tea 

More gentle exercise class for the elderly and infirm e.g. Pilates or easy line dancing and ballroom OT dances 

also and historical Society to research and produce literature to educate locals and the wider world  

Crafting club all crafts maybe all ages to groups and abilities use local talent to produce objects for display that 

reflect the unique history of Cannock Wood and also the wildlife AONB of the village. Surplus objects could be 

sold in support of village hall and other local charities. Those with current skills in photography woodwork 

knitting sewing paper craft recycling objects for example and are willing to share or teach or make displays 

after school children's group special needs and disability group. Sculptures for example preferably by local 

artists using local materials and depicting Cannock Wood and historically important unique history. Make 

residents more informed and proud of where they live. 

Safer park as a lot of children in the village use this facility 

A shop open more often/regular hours. A café open on a weekday and/or weekend. Projector + wifi at village 

hall. Community garden behind village hall?? (Veg plot/pond) 

How about a film night/afternoon once a month or so? Could we provide more 'open' gatherings such as 

community meals, buffets? 

More community events/groups. Mobile shop. Bring back the summer fair 

Village shop selling newspapers/stamps etc/ coffee which opens daily 

Make more village events at important times eg New Years Eve. Not caravan club! Allow village parking on car 

park 

I would like to become involved in some youth work. I am not sure if this would help youths staying away from 

sitting in cars with music on etc 

Change how events are publicised. Was unaware of events occurring until saw back page of the survey 

Village shop would help reduce time spent at supermarket and help elderly people. Having access to the basic 

provisions. More clubs for under 60s. 

We find the majority of use is aimed at older residents. Village competitions - scarecrow, tree decorations, 

Halloween etc 

Village hall: cycle lock-up facility, solar panels/heat pump, electric car charging point. Park 'up to date': 

climbing wall, pump track, cycle roller, basketball nets (!) 

Get Scouts/Guides etc using the hall as a good focus for our youngsters 

Village shop post office what about incorporating into one of the village pubs? 

Cinema would be a regular goer if some films displayed at the village hall. Post office shop community hub 

regular 

A dedicated GP and police officer familiar with the area residents and local needs I have included local police 

officer in feedback to Ben Adams police and fire Commissioner 

A better village shop with more frequent opening hours. Improved playground facilities for children. They are 

old and outdated. 

Village shop is rarely open and has little stock. Would use more if improved, had better opening hours, stock 

and appearance 

A village shop would be good and or/ATM. Tennis courts behind the village hall 

A village shop I would use it 1 to 2 times per week if it was well stocked 

A village convenience store although it is partly our fault that we do not support it as now not walking children 

to school 

Organised speakers in a wide range of subjects on a monthly basis but well advertised so the event would be 

attended 

The Village Hall is in need of much improvement and complete refurbishment to attract more interest and use 
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What other facilities or organisations would improve village life for you? (continued) 

And occasional farmers market sale of local arts and crafts provision for GP visit and walk-in clinic 

Functional as it is and well loved. Play group, functions, wedding and pub hire 

CCTV at the Village Hall seems essential in recent times - plus more lights in the car park. We use the Village 

Hall for several groups and it is a welcome resource 

Youth Club for kids and up and coming community / small music bands / exercise classes 

Village shop may be cooperative enterprise run by villagers to sell and promote local produce and local craft 

 

Q36: Do you support making a central focal point? 

Yes 146 70% 

No 28 13% 

Not answered 34 16% 

 

Comments made: 

Village is lovely but more designated planting areas are needed. Especially around approach to the village. 

Maybe now Park Gate Inn opening this will increase 

Too much traffic at Sycamore Road/Buds Road. We can't see how siting benches here is an attractive facility 

people can enjoy. 

There is a bigger green area in Gilwell Road 

Single bench, bulbs (crocuses, snowdrops, daffodils, cyclamen) + wildflowers (could be arable field mix resown 

each year if more instantly attractive than grass meadow). Willing to design planting scheme as part of a 

group.  Don't think space for 3 benches and flowers.   Planter round tree on Sycamore Hill is OK, others look a 

bit puny. 

This is really impossible to answer - how would these proposals affect residents with frontages to the 

proposed area and do they support it? 

Keep the hedges natural and high as in Buds Road, where possible. Encourage wildlife highways through our 

back gardens. 

Improvements to the current Play Area and Basketball / hard play area require modernisation as it's an 

important focal point to the village 

A large noticeboard for community use — sales/wants/help needed/ events etc. And a rubbish bin. 

The noticeboard could be placed in a more prominent place. The noticeboard at the entrance to the village 

hall drive needs to be moved. 
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Focal point: This area could be a village project to keep the communal space tidy and planted as well as the 

Council. Perhaps bulbs planted by the road signs to different roads. 

Focal point could be on the High Meadow green. 

Do you really want to encourage people to sit by the side of the busy road with the air and noise pollution? I 

wouldn't 

You could plant a tree there which you could use all year, e.g. you could decorate that tree for Christmas 

instead of bringing one in 

All year round bulbs. We should be aiming to make our village accessible. 

Book exchange housed in a permanent waterproof structure. Noticeboard as a secondary site. Another 

postbox 

Benches fine in principle but attract use gatherings noise and litter? 

If there is an agreement for maintenance 

The problem with any planted areas or planters is that they have to be maintained. You are committing people 

for the future. Many bulbs/flowers/shrubs bought from the garden centres are NOT English species. Need to 

be very careful what we are introducing into our countryside. 

As a focal point a sign or crest for Cannock Wood depicting Castle Ring or some other historical attribute of the 

village? 

2 x tennis courts behind the village hall and the development of a tennis club (I am willing to lead this) 

It is not big enough to create a focal point at suggested location. Develop facilities on Playing Field 

Better focal point is the triangle at Buds Rd including the grass opposite at start of Park gate Rd. Seating/hard 

standing for wheelchairs etc could be under the trees with wild flowers on the triangle. All this only works if 

traffic is lessened or too much pollution. Combine wilding with playing field- benches on field giving alternative 

and safer place for people with children. 

Focal point should be Sycamore Hill Parkgate Road Buds Road junction on traffic calming. Bulbs 

Existing planters on Sycamore Hill and Buds Road are far too small improve or remove 

 

Q37: Where there are large grass verges in the green belt, would you support allowing bulbs and 

wildflower meadow instead of regular mowing? 

Yes 172 83% 

No 26 13% 

Not answered 10 5% 

Bee bombs or the like. Perhaps some water feature/opportunities for dragonflies etc. We have water on Castle 

Ring and in the streams at Gentleshaw but is there any water in the centre of the village? How do we enhance 

the environment for existing/previous species? Notices to explain it or QR codes + VR for children to see what 

is happening and why. 

Environmental sculptures for example deer from scavenged wood or bees from discarded fabric. Maybe made 

by gardening club or WI, School children, crafting club or historic society. 

As much as we support wildflowers and planting of bulbs, wildflowers take many years to be established and a 

neater mown verge perhaps with planters with bedding plants is a much nice entrance into the village and in 

this place particularly, opposite the exit from Nun's Well, which has a natural abundance of wildflowers. 

Sections of grass meadow for wildlife,  

hedges cut at bottom but not at top for wildlife,  

entrance to Castle Ring with bulbs 

An old style wooden "Welcome to Cannock Wood" signs at entrance and exit points to the village 

The return of community events eg Summer Fayre, Organised walks, Christmas events 

A reconsideration by the Parish Council to rethink current focus and consider inclusion of the whole village 

community and not just catering for the older generation, eg Whist club, Pudding and Wine club 

Leave verges uncut where there are no houses e.g. top end of Holly Hill Road, village hall side of Buds Road. 

Make the woods opposite the school into a more wildlife friendly place - consult Staffs Wildlife Trust on this. 

Signage re deer/wildlife in road. 
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Where there are large grass verges in the green belt, would you support allowing bulbs and wildflower 

meadow instead of regular mowing (continued) 

Need to develop carefully (volunteer group). Any species being introduced should be carefully considered 

given proximity to sensitive sites e.g. Gentleshaw Common (as SSSI), Castle Ring, Nun's Well. Cumberledge Hill 

by Nuns Well and Chapel Lane is particularly species rich. Corner of Bradwell Lane and Cumberledge Hill is also 

a larger space that could be managed as a mini-meadow. Nun's Well management with long grass is good - 

there were orchids there this year. Scattering a few seeds on an established grass verge is unlikely to do much, 

even if it's been raked over. Any introduction of plugs or seeds should be carefully considered, and also to 

avoid wasted effort. I'm very much in favour of wildflower verges - I think it would require a working group. It 

might be nice to have an arable field (cornflower type mix) in the triangle as it looks more deliberate (and 

therefore more cared for) than a grass meadow. I think that small areas of verge may be best maintained as 

grass as those looking scrappy may be a concern to some people. The grass by Nun's Well is already species 

rich so we should research how best to maintain that and it may well not need additional species adding at all. 

The one at the end of Bradwell Lane is just daisies and dandelions so more likely to need resowing/plugs. It 

would require liaison with council to make sure those areas didn't get sprayed or cut. Support is likely to be 

available from 'Plantlife' if we want to go ahead in considering these options and draw on their prior 

experience. 

Maybe a wildflower meadow with a mini hedge surrounding it so it doesn't look untidy. 

Some plaques explaining why the grass is not mowed. Also identifying the wildflowers. 

These areas would need to be maintained so as not to obstruct road vision. 

I'm sorry but I would love to help in this way (supporting bulbs and wild meadow to be established) but I 

cannot do these sort of jobs that I loved to do 

Perhaps a bench at the bottom of Sycamore Hill. It is often a place where people meet up and chat 

Only if accompanied with appropriate description of what is growing there so we can all learn the benefits 

Perhaps a few trees around the perimeter of the Playing Field 

Bulbs in verges are difficult - the Council will not mow round them. Again the problem of who takes care of 

them. Easy to get carried away with these ideas 

If it was long grass, we have people in cars throwing litter, the view may obstruct car drivers’ vision on a 

dangerous bend. Plus bus stop users would struggle (Cannock route) as no firm base to stand on. 

If properly managed a wildflower meadow would possibly work but it cannot just be left to create a mess 

Road is too busy to sit and enjoy. Instead spend money in quiet area. 

Some areas no mow. Bee bombs around the village to create pebbles so we can keep our bee species 

Plant a tree there which you could use all year incl Xmas 

Traditional 'Welcome to Cannock Wood' sign i.e. wooden 

Life size stag deer sculpture 

Develop the recreation ground - give them the funds to support Q36 planting etc. Not enough room to do the 

above in proposed location, Who wants to sit by a road 

Stone-design sculpture 'castle- ring' recognition 

Fancy Cannock Wood sign. Leave grass uncut in Gilwell Road field 

Anything that brightens up the area and is environmentally friendly. Perhaps school could make a display - 

seasonal? 

Design suggestion supplied 

Make an area like the one opposite the school 

Benches would possibly give rise to problems late evening with noise, rubbish etc. 

A piece of artwork - stag / Staffordshire knot designed statue 

Include a village noticeboard 

Like them how they are 

Picnic benches? 

More flower displays 
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Where there are large grass verges in the green belt, would you support allowing bulbs and wildflower 

meadow instead of regular mowing (continued) 

No relevance to NP. This is a parish council function. 

Bench on verge at Sycamore Hill but not on junction triangle. Planting should be good for insects. 

The Buds Road green is a bit busy traffic-wise. Could a single junction be created to allow more space for 

landscaping? 

Just don't see it as providing any benefit to anyone 

Trees/bushes/wildflowers 

Community veg patch 

Monument to mining life of village 

Possibly history of Cannock Wood information board 

Maintenance of all areas has to be considered 

Slow growing fir trees to save yearly installation & cost 

Seasonal themed features 

A new tree 

Support 100%. Bee bombs, dragonflies, enhance environment, notices or QR codes for children 

Grass at Buds Lane is wasted opportunity to plant flower garden 

Wildflower meadow very much so. Preference for native planting 

Bench 

More notices about dog poo! Spoils our paths, fields and Castle Ring. Stricter fines. 

Leave the green on Gilwell Road as it is 

Playing field edges waterworks 

No relevance to NP. This is a parish council function. 

Don't spray weedkiller! Existing planters too small - look silly (except one around tree). 

Money for self-maintenance by the village would be needed 

It could be bulbs early in year followed from Spring for mowing 

Will look a mess unless properly maintained, which will be expensive 

Shrubs/bushes 

Wild flowers and bushes 

Wildflower meadow would be the most beautiful as there is plenty of woodland and grass already but very 

little if any meadow (all over grazed). 

Community veg patch 

Provided they don’t obstruct traffic views 

Small trees with year round interest/colour 

Just more floral colour 

Wildflower meadow - definitely! 

Native planting to encourage pollinators/wildlife 
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Q38: Do you feel isolated or stuck in your home? 

No-one at all answered yes to this question – a great outcome. 

 

 
Coffee-morning Help needed to get to village hall Bridge generations 

Yes 34 4 82 

Maybe 63 5 50 

No 86 169 44 

Not 

answered 25 30 32 

 

Comments made: 

More in the evening/Fridays (e.g. groups for single/divorced/widowed residents to socialise).   What about full 

time workers? 

Whats this to do with NP. Parish council function. 

Could The Rag / reopened Park Gate look to providing a coffee area facility? 

Would only be able to do weekend mornings 

Coffee morning maybe if older 

 

Q39, Q40 and Q41: Volunteering in the village community and requests for occasional help 

 

Transport to 
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village hall 
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Maintaining 

village 
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Village'  
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Yes 19 48 40 82 29 24 77 

 

Ten households answered that they might like occasional help. All those were reached out to before 

Christmas 2021. 
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Q42 and Q43: Use of village shop and suggestions for the future 

 

Daily Weekly Monthly Never No answer 

2 5 6 178 17 

 

Open Mon-Sat, 8-10 and 2-4 

Longer hours (early to late). Much better stock. 

Would be interested in the future but cannot at the moment 

They already supply extra items to order 

Coffee shop with bakery 

Would support the shop if open more frequently 

I have never seen it open?! 

Never open when required 

Opening hours not suitable 

I would use the shop if it was open longer. Every time I have tried to use it - it was closed 

We did support the shop every week but found the shelves poorly stocked 

Many - we simply don't use it as it's barely open and poor quality of stock. 

Ideally a community coffee shop/tearoom with some grocery offer. Prepaid local farm veg box 

deliveries, maybe local meat and fish van deliveries for collection from shop. Opening hours need to be 

much extended and reliable. Milk should be refrigerated. 

Went once and it was shut! 

Café style shop with book exchanges and other community things taking place. Passing cyclists and 

walkers would make use of it too, I would guess. 

Opening times should be longer 

Local produce. Delicatessen. Items not available in local supermarket. 

We would definitely use it if it was to open normal hours and become a true local convenience store 

Not good enough 

Normal shopping hours. Vegan milk options. 

It hardly opens to make it worth going. 

What shop! 

Didn't know we had one. It is always closed! 

Yet to go not actually sure when it's open. Would visit but every time I've passed it's been closed 

Kerbside appeal, fresh locally sourced produce from farmers etc, longer opening hours, more variety 

Longer opening hours. A newsagents. More of a general store like there used to be at the top of Buds 

Road 

Daily papers or weekly publications. Smaller items e.g. bread, milk 

Isn't open when we need it and has a limited range. Coffee shop? 

More published opening times 

Better opening times. Selling newspapers 

I would use it more if the opening times were more accessible 

Normal shop hours, Licence 

Not at present! 

Better opening times 

Shop is never open or changes opening times! 

I thought it was permanently closed! 

Awareness it was open! A reasonable range of necessity items 

Hard opening and closing times 

Addition of a Post Office facility! 

A small shop with essentials, milk bread etc , longer opening hours 
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Use of village shop and suggestions for the future (continued) 

It would be nice to have a shop 

open more 

Longer opening hours for families that work 

Better stocked and longer opening hours 

Not our business 

Better opening hours, wider range of stock. Milk that isn't off! 

Open longer hours, more fresh fruit/veg, milk reliably fresh (not off) 

Longer opening hours, bakery, deli, post office, news agent, coffee shop. 

It's never open when I'm at home. A convenience store would be useful with later openings. 

Would support if well stocked and open 9-5 daily 

Never seen it open! Open it! 

Did not know they were open to the public 

Improved opening times. Wider range of goods 

Would do if open regularly 

It does not appear open and so in our view is too unreliable. It needs to be open during the day and 

stock useful foodstuffs and newspapers/magazines 

Would support but it never appears open? 

Didn't know it was open? 

Every time I have been to the shop it has been closed. 

No idea what shop is like or what it sells 

More choice but accept need more customers 

Transparent suitable opening times, decent pricing in date items 

Not very approachable - looks closed 

A normal shop selling newspapers 

I wasn’t aware we still had a village shop 

cash machine would be helpful 

But will try to in future. It is important for some residents 

It's unlikely 

Newspapers 

Open more often (daily?). Cash machine, wider choice 

Regular and convenient opening hours 

Never seen it open 

Thought it was closed 

Longer opening hours 

Wider range of groceries 

Longer opening hours, more selection of stock 

Not aware it was open 

Better opening hours and appearance 

The shop has never been open when I have walked past 

Didn't realise it was still open. Better advertising of opening hours 

Shop now closed. Need a new one 

Longer opening hours 

My understanding was that the shop was no longer open at all. If it were to re-open I would make sure 

that I used it. 

Live next door, so am aware of opening hours. Also Bill and Carol are our neighbours 

Didn’t know it was open thought it was closed 

Didn't know it was open again after covid 

It is never open when I walk past or doesn't appear open other people also say this 

If 100% had concerns then maybe a case. 19% shows no-one is bothered. Anyhow what’s that got to do 

with NP. 
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Use of village shop and suggestions for the future (continued) 

Shop opening hours not suitable for our family. Often travel to pick up milk, fresh fruit, meats. Would 

shop there if open. 

Didn't realise that the shop was still open! The facility could be very helpful if there was info on 

opening times and availability of provisions cost etc. 

Thought it was closed would be welcome for fresh baked bread fresh veg and basic provisions 

Shop is never open or changes opening times! Open throughout the day, better selection of goods and 

local produce in particular 

Shop - would like it to be open more everyday especially during winter months in periods of bad 

weather 

Regular opening times for basic provisions, eg milk, eggs, bread, tea bags 

No - too disabled and do not get on with Bill. If new ownership that would be a different story 

Better and more convenient opening times, redecorating and a good clean. Fresh produce then yes. 

Facility for recycling soft plastic as the co-op offer 

Shop - But will try to in future. It is important for some residents. Could become a volunteer run shop 

and better stocked? 

I've never shopped there because it has never given the appearance of actually being a shop that is 

available to the general public. Speaking to people who do shop there, the comment is "they just sell a 

few things". It would need to be upgraded. 

Better support from the village community as a whole - we already support them 

Shop could be open more hours a week. Carry more stock. 

A clear indication of when the shop is open and perhaps an evening opening for an hour when working 

families are home 

If the shop stocked a better range of food it would be useful! 

Shop - look for alternatives for the demand of such a service, as the current local shop is a privately run 

business with no plans to expand its current services 

Don't think the shop would be viable unless run on an order only basis. Would like to see the 

hairdresser's premises used by the community. 

Shop - longer and more frequent opening hours 

Shop - Never use the shop because the hours its open we're at work. Would support and use it 

otherwise if open later/early evening 

If it was possible to go back to having the Post Office which sold paper, bread, milk etc it would work! 

But a small shop alone has too much competition. 

Community shop run by volunteers. Regular opening times so that people know when it is open. 

I have no idea when the shop is open. If I did, I might use it 

We would like to see a refurbished shop with regular opening hours and wide range of stock 

Shop - more of a wider range of products - guaranteed opening times - fresh break/milk etc 

Shop - never open. Thought they were being knocked down. Not open when needed. When does it 

open? If more availability would support 

Unsure when shop opening hours are. Always seems to be closed when we go past 

The shop needs to be inviting with fresh veg and basic provisions. Open at some point each day 

Definitely needs a facelift kerbside attraction is zero. It should be a thriving village shop or farm shop 

selling local seasonal produce. It would attract far more visitors who would pay a premium. As it stands 

it will never be any different in the future and that is a loss for the village and its residents 

We have used the shop twice in 6 years and have been unable to get items needed. I would buy fresh 

items (bread, milk, veg etc) if supplied 

Maybe a collaboration with a local farm/supplier (Bradshaws, the farm over the stile). Fresh bread 

Definitely newspapers milk and every day essentials opening times are evident and regular 

More along the lines of a general store/cards/books/gifts/stationery as well as groceries. A café would 

be nice adjoining it. 

Shop - sell things you may run out of, bread, eggs etc, newspapers. Reliable opening hours 
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Use of village shop and suggestions for the future (continued) 

Opening hours. Cycle specific supplies. Walking supplies incl maps etc 

Used to shop couple of times when moved in December 2010 but stock seems to have gone downhill 

since 

Would gladly support the village shop but in the three years we have lived in the village I have never 

seen it open 

Need to look more welcoming. Maybe sell a mix of essentials and local produce. Hairdressers could 

also reopen? 

If a shop was in the village that ran as a shop regular days/hours of opening etc with supplies you find 

in most other shops 

If it was open more and sold food that was in date. A village shop needs to be open all day 

Opening hours, if newspapers were sold, cleaner and more welcoming appearance, no dog 

Renovation refurbishment clarity on opening times suppliers of milk bread basics could this be a 

community facility with voluntary support? 

Shop needs to be open more frequently and have a wider selection of items and newspapers 

Shop - did not know they were open to the public. More information on opening times and what they 

sell and I would definitely support the shop 

Shop - would use it if it was better. Further produce, self service like a mini co-op or Spar 

Open every day, more selection of foods. I would support the shop if it stocked what I needed 

Shop - I did not know it was open at all! I would use it if open in the afternoons 

I would like better opening hours. It never opens. A convenience store would be much better. 

I appreciate it is very difficult for a village shop to succeed. It would have to be a Post Office, News 

Agent and General groceries, even then it would be difficult 

Not sure of opening times. Would use it if opening times were known 

The opening times are so limited and I'm always in need of a wider range of items 

I used to use the shop every week for green grocery, meat etc when family was here. But now, I would 

not use it enough 

Needs to be a welcoming bright cheerful venue with updates of opening times and what is available 

Full-time shop for small essential items like milk, bread, eggs etc 

More useful opening hours. Stocking better quality foods - organic locally grown fruit and veg artisan 

bread etc. 

Would use shop regularly if ever open. Needs consistent opening times, refurbishment, local produce, 

consistent supply of goods, Needs to be open after 4pm for people who work 

Shop to have daily opening hours including outside of work hours. Better variety of stock including 

papers and alcohol. Also selling fresh local farm produce. 

Was unaware the shop had re-opened. I used to go, but food xxx and shelf items sometimes out of 

date 

More attractive to shopping. Wider range of healthy products fruit veg goods bread etc 

Clear opening hours, price lists and stock carried. I have never been in because I am not sure it would 

have much stock 

Yes, a fully stocked shop with sensible opening times ie 9 to 5 as a minimum. Would also be nice if it 

could incorporate a café and/or post office 

Shop - wider range of goods. Fresh produce needed. Longer opening times. Would use weekly 

 

Q44: What facilities and initiatives would you like to see pubs offering? 

 

Lunch club primarily for those of 

retirement age 

Tea-room style offer some 

afternoons 

Yes 62 121 

No 5 5 

Not answered 141 82 
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Initiatives would you like to see pubs offering continued 

The Park Gate pub needs to be kept as a country pub - good food and NO late nights, karaoke and live 

bands. If we are working hard to keep the village as a village then that includes the pub. 

A sandwich and cup of tea won't keep the pub open. Clearly this is written for older people, but they 

would find it a friendly place to come for a drink in the evening 

Both always seemed well frequented perhaps an occasional entertainer or singalong or comedian as 

long as it's well-publicised at the Park Gate 

The ability to meet people's needs with food intolerances / allergies. It is the main reason I do not go to 

things with food events 

Well-cooked food at sensible prices, so regular patronage can be afforded. Open to all family members 

with adequate facilities for all abilities. 

Friendly atmosphere and great pub meals with real ale 

Pub quizzes, live music, use of rooms for meetings/community events 

Dog friendly areas. Coffee/hot chocolate etc. Mobile fish and chip van at park Gate, room hire for 

community groups. 

Liked the idea of the Park Gate having a shop or veg shop. Fish and Chips or something one day. Coffee 

shop or takeaway for walkers 

Dog dinners at Park Gate. Breakfast service on certain days / ice cream / beverage hatch for take-out 

whilst walking the dog. Loyalty system for local residents 

Separate bar for those just wanting to call in for drink (ie not serving food). Coffee on offer / welcome 

walkins - ie muddy boots 

The Park Gate is perfectly situated for walkers so if they could provide coffee as well it would be 

brilliant happy if open again and quizzes et cetera would bring people in as well as good food look at 

the Windmill 

The Park Gate Inn changed into a restaurant with a "Good Food Guide" level of cuisine (currently only 3 

such restaurants in the whole of Staffordshire)! 

Unfortunately I am not very mobile due to my illness. But I did visit both pubs for meals - both pubs 

were very good and enjoyable 

It would be lovely to call into the Park Gate for a coffee etc. after a walk on Castle Ring 

I used to hold Committee meetings at the Park Gate Inn - it is added income for the pub and awareness 

of pub-users that things are organised in the village until it closed. Field Committee held its meetings at 

the Park Gate 

Revamping the Park Gate Inn to something like the Red Lion at Longdon would be great 

I currently support the RAG Pub as the quality of food is good and would support the Park Gate Inn if 

they offered meals 

Amazon collection/drop off hub and click and collect point for other internet retailers 

Park Gate Inn open for morning coffee especially for dog walkers. To allow dogs also 

Facility to buy home-made produce on a monthly basis as well as a countryside tea room 

If the village shop doesn't stock as above a fruit/veg staff at the Park Gate would be good 

More functions and advertising. Afternoon teas on the menu and perhaps breakfast/brunch to attract 

walkers and cyclists 

Good restaurant with varied menu fresh produce not all pub food pies and chips 

The Rag and Park Gate being child friendly and with safe play areas. Family friendly 

Meals without the need to book 

Walkers/dog walkers club/facilities 

Need to be dog friendly. Themed nights e.g. fish + chip night, pub quiz 

Dog friendly 

Quiz night 

Cycle racks, barista coffee/cakes. Outdoor seating including heating in winter 
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Initiatives would you like to see pubs offering continued 

I support the public houses 

Family friendly 

We support our local pubs very well. Offers on food would be welcome! 

Open mic nights, live music, quizzes. Family friendly. 

Comedy club, Karaoke, Vegan options. Defibrillator. Clean and welcoming. 

Bingo night. Pub quiz 

Better outside area, restaurant style food, craft beers, modernising/refurbishing property 

Neither pub has currently any outdoor play equipment for children. The pubs need to be more family 

friendly, especially in the summer months. 

Quiz night/games (darts & dominos). Happy Hour. Designated drinking area (no food) with child 

restrictions - no under 14's - children’s room 

Classic car meet, mountain bike wash, coffee hatch to appeal to cyclists, walkers of CC 

Kids facilities 

Themed evenings with food and music 

Good pub grub. Coffee and cake 

A safe play area for children to play and parents to socialise safely 

Reintroduction of Rag Quiz Night 

Large/exciting children’s play area at Park Gate 

Fundraisers for village or local charities 

Not our business or that of a NP 

Pop ups offering a diverse range of food i.e. curries, BBQs, themed nights 

Keep serving good quality food and beer 

A quiz night, a curry night 

A more interesting and ambitious dining experience 

The Park Gate Inn should be totally refurbished to encourage people to use it. 

Locals need to support the pubs or they will close. It should be one of the hearts of the community. 

Brass band and carol singing at Christmas! 

Breakfasts 

Coffee mornings to bridge all generations 

We think the pubs offer adequate facilities 

good food, child and dog friendly 

Quiz nights / Pudding club 

Perhaps a better tea/coffee machine at the Park Gate to attract ramblers and dog walkers 

Dog friendly, open fires 

Outdoor children's park area 

Entertainment 

Young parent support group in the afternoon 

"Post Office" type facilities and banking 

Would not use 

Adequate menus for vegetarians and vegans then we'd support them 
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Suggestions to build a great sense of community within our village 

Create a proper sense of community around cricket games in the summer. Hall could be open for tea, 

coffee, sandwiches in afternoon and evening, maybe get the pub involved too 

Maybe a monthly newsletter making people more aware as 'Next Door' App which is good but covers 

too wide an area. 

Do a sort of ice breaker introduction to make us aware if any elderly  or at risk neighbours who may 

need help. 

If anyone provides great service/help they should be commended in newsletter/more specific app. This 

may generate more support when help is needed 

The next door neighbour app has been a really valuable tool, despite a few people overusing it for their 

own gratification. 

A village event like a fete, bon fires night , New Years Eve 

Open gardens 

A TerraCycle collection point in the village and they even pay a bit if there is enough to a charity like the 

Village Hall: https://www.terracycle.com/en-GB/. I would be happy to help with it but it need a central 

point for collection 

By organising group events where people can meet and chat. There is barely any anti-social behaviour 

from residents but it would be nice to know some of the younger teens so they (and us) feel valued and 

included 

Beaudesert Toddle and Tumble - Amazing Group - we go every week 

Greater use of the Parish magazine to inform people of events, e.g. the table at the back of this form 

could be included. Perhaps a collaboration between the Parish Council and the Church on producing the 

magazine. Could it be free to all? 

Greater use of noticeboards to inform of events. Perhaps the board outside the shop and the board at 

the drive of the village hall could be moved together to the hub area and regularly updated. 

There is a lovely seating area and noticeboard opposite the school that could be used as a further area. 

It would be seen by walkers and people visiting the school. The noticeboard could include a table of 

events. 

Sometimes people do not know about events/clubs in the village. Keeping people up to date and aware 

is key. The Parish Magazine is a lovely read. It is a shame that it is focussed on Church events where 

many people do not attend church. 

An annual fete would be a great way of bringing people together on the playing field. A village bonfire 

for non fire night? 

A community based shop, drop in coffee and cake shop, possibly based in vacant premises next to the 

current shop (ex hairdressers), within the Park Gate Inn (see Star Pubs website for information on other 

sites) or run from the village hall. 

To supply essentials such as bread and milk as well as fresh fruit and vegetables, locally sourced via a 

pre order system. (To serve the local village and help establish a centre village hub - maybe with local 

delivery?) 

Possible could be run as a community funded venture and or run by volunteer staff? 

The P.C. should be visible to the community, more events for, and organised by, the community. 

Especially Christmas and summer events that appeal to a wider age range. Pairing of young and old 

residents via a volunteering hub. Members of community involved in upkeep of local 

environment/green areas etc. Focal point with benches where residents can meet, community notice 

board for residents to post help needed etc. Welfare committee or volunteering hub to be involved in 

welfare of residents, to be visible and approachable. Community newsletter to be a vehicle for the 

above. 

People like entertainment, singer, band, drag artist. Could do a brewery trip 
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Suggestions to build a great sense of community within our village continued 

Over the years, the village has grown and instead of having facilities like a shop, post office, garage, we 

have lost them. These services allow people to see and chat with others. Older people would not feel so 

isolated. 

Perhaps more things could be put on at the Village Hall, eg Valentines dance, Halloween fancy 

dress/disco, maybe have a band on. When these happened before, there was always a good 

attendance. I've been in hospitality for years and would be willing to help. When the cricket team play, 

make a big deal out of it. Do an afternoon tea or BBQ. Get people involved and behind the team (that's 

it if it exists) 

Having moved in March 2021, I feel we have been welcomed and are involved in the next door app 

which is great. Great to see the recreational field is regularly used by dog walkers. Brilliant to see it 

being used by the cricket team on a weekend 

Organised dog walks - lots of people in the area seem to have dogs, could be a good way for people to 

meet as a group and explore local sights - walks 

Community quizzes to raise money for CW to use in the area 

A community app may work to alert people of upcoming events. A committee that takes public opinion 

and sets good ideas in motion 

Encourage more men to attend groups like Monday Club to increase membership of wives and 

husbands 

Addition suggestions: 

More accessible info on clubs/gatherings 

More things going on for under 60s with or without children 

Car boot sales / village events - lighting Christmas Tree 

Easter parade 

Walking events 

These are supported by the same people so maybe the village isn't making others aware 

Please remember not all villagers are over 60 or have time in a weekday but still want to be involved in 

village life 

Better use of village "Nextdoor" web facilities to publicise village events. Find a way to include 

Gentleshaw and Cannock Wood together without needing to see Longdon. 

Consideration for volunteers to just make a telephone call to residents living on their own - could be on 

a rota basis - to prevent loneliness - creates a sense of belonging 

More organised family activities in the village 

Community initiatives for children to be involved in to keep the village a clean friendly place to live and 

encourage our children to feel proud and lucky to live in such a nice area and take ownership 

Buddy with elderly people who live alone as a family if we could help we would 

Very few members of Cannock Wood use the village hall facilities. Regularly only 12 people from the 

village use Monday Club. Whist members are mainly from Burntwood. WI has only 20+ members again 

supported by residents of Burntwood. The village hall management committee need younger villagers 

to "get on board". The officers are all 60 and 70 and the other members are representatives of the VH 

user organisations and again several are from out of the village 

To positively educate new-comers to the village as to what is expected of them in terms of village 

community life 

I think the village already has a good sense of community but perhaps making more residents aware of 

the Nextdoor App maybe of value 

Trek/walking groups 

Village fete 

Don't think it is possible to have a community in the village. Too many snobs and residents that feel the 

right not to interact with other people 

Annual summer fete. The last one on the field was really good fun. 
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Suggestions to build a great sense of community within our village continued 

Big Events - I have organised "Country Fayre" in the past - perhaps something similar could be 

organised. 

Mulled wine and mince pie evening - hopefully will start again next year. 

Car Boots,  

Fun Dog show - Field and Hall 

Wild Life "Walk and Talk" - common and Castle Ring (Staffs Wild Life Involvement) 

Communications: Village Hall Magazine? (Not everybody has the Parish Magazine) 

Doesn't have to be anything organised - just making sure we talk to everyone we meet around the 

village 

When the caravan community use the field and Hall. 

Inclusion of Cannock Wood residents to New Year function 

Shop/Post Office 

Organise a way to check on the elderly and help them when help is needed. 

Organise working parties for carrying out improvements around the village where tidying up will 

enhance the overall appearance of the village. These changes will hopefully help to install a sense of 

pride and community within our village 

Invite people to meeting to give ideas. Neighbourhood Watch - is it still operating? 

We need to encourage younger people to help with the Committee of Management for Village 

Hall/Playing Field. Average Committee age for the village hall is probably over 70. The village only has 2 

assets as above. Better support from Parish Council rather than organising neighbourhood plan would 

be appreciated 

Maybe a notice board at the crossroads of Park Gate Rd/Gilwell/Bradwell showing information, 

forthcoming events etc. for the community that live that side of the village. Not everyone has internet 

communication or walk along Buds Rd very often so may miss out on events etc listed on the notice 

boards along there 

The church could play a larger role. This village lost its community when Martin Butt arrived and has not 

recovered since he left. 

The use of the existing neighbourhood app. This needs advertising more, to attract more users and 

advertiser more local activities. More functions for villagers at the village hall, ie amateur dramatics. To 

be fair there are lots of activities, not sure if a football club or netball club would be of interest to the 

community 

More activity from Parish Council welfare committee to do more to help those in need particularly 

elderly 

Environmental group 

More clubs at village hall for all ages 

Regular newsletter 

More effective and open parish council and charities such as village hall and playing field committees 

Christmas fayre 

Summer fete 

1. A better play area (perhaps climbing equipment) 

2. Removing the ugly container or moving and masking it. It is an eyesore. 

3. Small coffee shop (perhaps Park Gate). 

4. Tennis courts behind the Village Hall. 

5. More frequent buses. 

6. Voluntary transport system for doctor/hospital appointments. 

7. Highlighting the anti-social practice of dog fouling and educating offenders 

Small pockets of community within the village 

Better advertising of events. Perhaps a newsletter? 

We attend the Gardening Club and gain information from there 

Consider those at work too 
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Suggestions to build a great sense of community within our village continued 

Continue to improve the community. Summer fete when allowed 

Garden at rear of Village Hall 

More people participating in open gardens event. Community street parties on appropriate occasions. 

More community events 

Saying hello to other pedestrians 

Book swap 

Christmas tree/lights opening. Would support more/expanse? 

Welcome pack from Parish Council 

Suggestions to build a great sense of community within our village continued 

Develop 'Nextdoor' website. Neighbourhood Watch to develop 

More for younger families 

Other green spaces such as Gilwell Road should be protected. More community activities outdoors. 

More cross-generational activities. 

Village needs to be a little more vibrant and move with the times. 

More social events maybe. Bingo/pub quiz night at Park Gate Inn 

We already have a great community 

I wish I knew [how to build a great sense of community]. 

Café either at Park Gate Inn, shop or village hall. More family events at the village hall. Use to organise 

discos bbut stopped due to work commitments 

Bring back village fetes. Bonfire nights. Cricket club. Pub crawls 

Keep it a village 

Pensioner group meet ups! 

Use the village hall and playing field to hold a village fete 

Pubs are not privately owned. Encourage use of existing facilities and amenities 

Community events for the village to enjoy 
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CANNOCK WOOD’S VISION FOR THE FUTURE 

The Neighbourhood Plan is being prepared by Cannock Wood residents for Cannock Wood residents. 

It needs to be driven by our shared vision of what the community would like the parish to look and 

feel like in the next 10 to 20 years.  

97.5% of those giving an opinion were in favour of the following vision. 

Cannock Wood should be 

o a village apart from urban sprawl surrounded by a sea of Green Belt, 

o have long countryside views and ready access to open spaces,  

o and reinforce its local distinctiveness as a haven of tranquility and wildlife.  

Cannock Wood housing should  

o be of high standard design and materials,  

o a mix of properties of appropriate size to residents’ needs, 

o sustainably and sensitively developed within a tightly drawn settlement boundary to 

respect and enhance the AONB setting which is so important to the village.  

Cannock Wood residents will have greater well-being as 

o part of a friendly and cohesive community, 

o a mix of families and those of retirement age 

o with access to important community facilities and services, 

o taking steps together to improve the village we call home. 

2.5% of those giving an opinion were not in favour; 201 of the 208 survey responses received gave 

an opinion.  

 
Comments made: 

Underlined 'haven of tranquillity' and 'sustainably'.  We love the village and actually found lockdown 

pleasant and got to know more people in the village. 

What village should look like in 10-20 years - answer, I am 93! 

Especially 1,2,3,6,10 

Especially 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,10 

All new builds confined to infill 

Need to emphasise moving forwards as a 'green-eco-friendly village' with provision for this 

All ten points ticked 

Especially 1,2,3,5,6,8,9,10 

All of the above absolutely "spot on" 

Especially 1,2,3,6,7,8,9,10.  

Difficult to agree to something so vague. Community facilities such as? Far more accessible 

opportunities to build and extend your own property on your own land. 

Especially 1,2,3,4,5 

A big "Thank You" to those people who already help the village in many ways. 

Thank you for putting this extensive questionnaire together. 

Like it as it is. Don’t need more houses. 

Cannock Wood is a unique village that should be maintained as that 
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Let's build the village feeling of community again - lost in past few years 

Protect the Park Gate. Make it a community asset 

Preservation of our AONB is priority 

Absolutely 

Protect the Park Gate Inn 

Agree with 1,2,3,7,9. Comment on 4,5,6 'no land no houses' 

Survey feels retirement centric 

Only agree with 1 and 3. Do not need agree for any further building 

Resurfacing of footpath on Sycamore Hill between Hayfield Road and Buds Road. Right hand side as 

you go up the hill. 

Keep and celebrate its long history 

We are both "of retirement age" and do not wish to be considered as a separate species!! This is fine, 

but do NOT want Cannock Wood to become a haven for a minority who can afford to live here 

Additions to visions: maintain and protect heritage in the future, limit to a maximum of three 

bedrooms, reflect its heritage as a hands-on working community not a commuter belt. (I know many 

now commute I had to myself but discourage by not building new executive homes in general.) 

Please no building on greenbelt. Plant trees instead 

Thanks to those who organised/presented this document 

Thank you to all involved in the 2018 info and generation of this booklet 
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What are the top three things on your wish list for improvements within 

Cannock Wood? 

Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Community garden Shop opening hours Traffic calming 

Maintain green belt and open spaces Shop open early to late 
Work together to improve 

our village 

Wildlife e.g. bee bombs Sustainability improvements 
Village events/ cycle path 

making 

Greater sense of community Minimal building works 
Preserving views/protecting 

the countryside 

Be more sustainable and plant more 

greenery 

Protect wildlife and Castle 

Ring vegetation 
Maintain flower beds 

Maintenance of greenbelt/AONB with 

no housing development. 
Functioning village shop 

Protection, maintenance and 

development of woodland, 

hedgerows, meadows and 

green spaces for wildlife 

Continue to have community 

officers/police presence around Castle 

Ring and village hall car park 

Local family pub with great 

gardens, food and dog 

friendly 

More street lighting on Holly 

Hill Road 

A haven for wildlife and countryside 

views 

Friendly and cohesive 

community village 
Improve our village 

Lower speed limits Extra dog waste bins Secure dog walking field 

Footpaths More activities for children 

Prevent/remove memorials 

on Castle Ring. People 

treating it like a cemetery 

Cycle friendly/focussed Park modernised for children 

Eco/green developments. We 

are surrounded by and live in 

the village for the green 

environment and we must 

strive to protect this and 

show out future generation 

we are working for them 

No more new houses Improved transport Improved pavements 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Preventing anti-social behaviour Speeding traffic Restoring the Park Gate Inn 

Speed signs 
Welcome to Cannock Wood 

sign 
Don't cut verges 

Traffic calming on Hayfield Hill and 

Redmoor Road 
Village shop 

Footpath improvements in a 

few locations 

Making good paths and roads Tackling the dog poo problem 

Tackling the speeding 

problem of people cutting 

through the village 

Greenbelt/nature preservation Community engagement Improvements to local shop 

Views  
Pedestrian provision (road 

safety) and public footpaths 

Rewilding: don't cut verges in 

greenbelt or use weedkiller 

Bulb planting in communal areas by 

roads 

No more huge red brick tall 

houses that are not in 

character with their 

surroundings 

Maintain low level street 

lighting 

Maintain green belt 
No new housing 

developments 

AONB maintenance of Castle 

Ring 

Park Gate Inn refurbed and serving food Village shop fit for purpose 

Get rid of antisocial 

behaviour - drug dealing/use 

around playing field and 

Castle Ring car park 

Traffic calming and stop pavement 

parking 

Prioritising cyclists and 

walkers 

Having a more contemporary 

view of ideas 

Bus service Easy access to facilities   

PROPER maintenance for green areas. 

Not just a quick whizz over with mowers. 

A good shop, open proper 

hours. 

Bus service into the village. 

Not just 

Cumberledge/Hayfield Hill. 

Less traffic Better pavements (repaired) 
Involvement of community in 

decision-making 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Village shop Maintain the village sense 
Redevelopment of the Park 

Gate 

Pot holes Parking at school times A bigger, better shop 

No further development Safer pavements 
More seating around the 

village 

Create a more inclusive community 

environment for all ages, genders, races. 

More affordable starter 

homes less than £200k 
Maintenance of green spaces 

Strict imposition of speed limits 
Regular maintenance of 

footpaths and open spaces 

An end to parking on 

pavements 

Better pavements which are currently 

unsafe 

Lower and enforced speed 

limit 

Where possible less light 

pollution at night and less 

pollution from smokey fires 

at night - but this needs 

better knowledge for 

householders who use wood 

burners and stricter  

government regulations e.g. 

bring in yearly need for proof 

of chimney sweeping needs 

and stricter control on the 

sale of wood 

Protect wildlife/green space + views 
Improvements to shop to 

help residents 

More social events that will 

bring community together 

Stop over development of smaller plots 

where 2 houses should exist but 3-4 are 

squeezed in 

Leave the trees/bushes. Stop 

erecting wooden panelled 

fences 

More litter bins 

More co-operation between village 

groups, e.g. churches, school, village hall 

- more shared vision for the whole 

community - not just keeping my bit safe 

for me. 

Working with Staffs Wildlife 

Trust to enhance the natural 

habitat and develop 

environmental projects 

Better transport links, buses, 

improved road safety and 

improved footpaths for 

pushchairs, wheelchairs and 

mobility scooters. 

Greater control, transparency and 

enforcement of any planning 

applications 

Enforcement of the law re 

pavement parking 

More police patrols and 

presence 

More community spirit Better use of village hall   
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Traffic calming 
Improved street lighting of 

footpaths 

Improved surfacing of 

footpaths. Stop parking on 

footpaths 

A grit bin back opposite the shop     

Some of the footpaths need resurfacing 
A continuous path along Park 

Gate Road 

Better lighting down Holly 

Hill Rd 

Local shop open more often 
People to keep their own 

patch tidy (where possible) 
More colour in the village 

Relevant communication of events     

A better shop 
Speed ramps on Buds Rd, 

Hayfield Hill 

Regular updates on bus 

timetables at bus stops 

No more housing Traffic calming Keep vehicles off pavements 

Restricted building to maintain village 

feel and reduce traffic 

Litter free, protect our green 

space and Castle Ring 

Keeping 'boy racers'/gangs of 

youths in cars away from 

Cannock Wood car parks 

Maintain the rural aspect 
Maintain and improve 

environment for wildlife 

Make sure that a mix of 

housing to keep young 

families in the village 

In-Fill houses' design are sympathetic 
It stays an "enclosed village", 

not allowed to spread 

Some functions to be "all 

age" functions 

No heavy lorries using the village of 

Cannock Wood to access Cannock Wood 

Industrial Estate 

Restricting use of Castle Ring 

by horse riders and cyclists to 

prevent further erosion of 

tracks 

Updating footpaths, road 

surfaces and maintenance of 

drains 

Footpath improvement is our only real 

concern 
    

Shops Transport   

Good village shop Creating a central focal point Speed and weight restrictions 

Calm speeding traffic 
Cleaning and maintaining 

drains and paths 

Better maintenance of 

cutting grass verges 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Shop that is open     

A newsagent 
Communal charging at for 

example the Village Hall 
More park benches 

Protecting Green Belt (ANOB) Reduce speeding   

Community activities - improve cohesive 

community 
Protection of AONB/wildlife Village shop 

Safety - More road signs/traffic calming 

to slow traffic down on main routes into 

the village. More signs warning of horse 

riders in the village 

A better shop with a Post 

Office? Appreciate this is no 

light undertaking to do. 

Village Community run shop? 

That the Park Gate reopens 

with a good restaurant. 

Establishment of a 

coffee/sandwich shop 

A village post office 
Great atmosphere and pub 

meals at the Park Gate 
A good village shop 

Get an NP added to protect ANOB and 

Green Belt 

Promote community spirit 

and values 

Set up a community shop - 

see answers to Q44 

Extension to the sides of the village hall 

leaving the main floor area clear 
More Police cover 

Shop - more standard 

opening times 

To raise the level of appreciation of 

village life by all its residents 
Traffic calming 

Tight limits on future housing 

development 

Speed cameras on Hayfield Hill 
Preservation of 

views/countryside 
More dog poo bins 

A better newer park for children to play 
Improve shop opening hours 

selling essentials 

Traffic calming on Hayfield 

Hill 

Maintaining the surrounding green belt 

so the village is not linked to other areas 

More preservation orders on 

trees to stop people cutting 

them down. To keep the 

aesthetics of the village 

Protecting and preserving the 

wildlife in and around the 

village 

Control volume of traffic/traffic calming 
Maintain pavements and 

hedges 

Maintain the current village 

boundary 

Improved pavements especially in 

Pineside 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Sheltered housing built 

Preserve the community 

'feel', its uniqueness as not 

being a drive through village 

A shop and more frequent 

buses 

Caring and helping one another as it 

used to be (one big family). 

Unfortunately not everyone's like that 

Bring the cricket team 

(Cannock Wood team) back. 

They played on the sports 

field. Is it still about? 

Do the children from 

Gentleshaw Primary School 

still have their sports day on 

the sportsfield? Another way 

of bringing the village 

together 

Get the Buds Road resurfaced by the 

Highways as it must be the worst in 

Staffordshire 

Electronic speed - slow down 

signs - 30 mph 

More slow down signs for 

horseriders as roads and 

users are too fast in such a 

rural area. It feels dangerous 

Shop with a regular same times open as 

if it snows we can't get food or milk 

To keep Castle Ring etc as 

beautiful for dog walkers etc. 

Who picks up their mess! 

Park gate to stay open as the 

Rug and Windmill flourishes 

with good food etc 

shop     

Quiet less noisy cars and bikes Keep the coutryside 
Help for the elderly when 

needed 

    Zip wire to morrisons 

A local shop not Dickinsons which is 

rarely open. 
    

Regular maintenance of hedgerows next 

to pavements and improvements to right 

of way. 

Music events in village hall   

Verges overgrown areas nest boxes and 

other environment improvements 

Slowing traffic on main roads 

and Sycamore Hill/Buds Road 

junction 

Better help the elderly and 

those who need it 

More community activities Look out for one another Keeping it an AONB 

Quieten the village - traffic calming 

(especially motorbikes and boy racers) 

Beautify the village - improve 

the natural environment 

Unite the village  - look out 

for elderly and infirm, 

support young parents and 

children, provide for 

teenagers 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

set up a community newsletter set up a volunteering hub 
make the Parish Council more 

visible to residents 

No housing development 

Better (more) car parking for 

the school for pick up and 

drop off   

The Park Gate Pub to be family and no 

late discos/parties etc. 

No building of anything really 

in or around the village 

It stays a country rural village 

community, friendly and 

quiet! 

Environment  Communal activity shop 

Control over building Environment Improvement in community 

Leave it alone Leave it alone Leave it alone 

Shop with normal hours and good stock Wildflower verges 
Views and open spaces 

protection 

Protect open spaces and views Shop open more hours Wildflower meadow verges 

Improve street lighting 
Ensure roads are treated in 

winter 
  

Reduced speed limits/traffic calming so 

people have to slow right down before 

entering 

Maintain greenbelt and 

AONB 

No dog fouling on the chase 

and more bins so no idiots 

leave bags hanging on trees 

Less litter Roadside drains cleared Improve footpath surfaces 

Traffic calming. Greater priority for 

horses/cyclists 

Greater focus on nature. 

Leaving verges natural. 

Infill buildings to include 

starter homes/sheltered 

housing 

Upgrading of pavements 

Street lighting and creation 

of pavement especially in the 

church/Windmill Pub 

area/car park 

Modern General store 

Reduction in noise pollution Preservation of mature trees 

No further new building 

outside of settlement 

boundary 

Reinstate the 3 bus stops up in the 

village where we all live. The majority 

are elderly and feel like prisoners here 

To have the priority changed 

from Park Gate Road to 

Bradwell Lane and Gilwell 

Road where the majority live. 

It is dangerous!   
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

More dog poo bins to encourage people 

to clean up after their dog 

Road and Footpath 

repairs/resurfacing 

The cutting back of hedges 

adjacent to footpaths and 

clearing overgrown 

weeds/moss from footpaths 

For the village to remain surrounded by 

green belt 

For the village to remain a 

safe place to live 

Young families to come and 

call Cannock Wood home 

Enforcement of speed limits 
An effective and active Parish 

Council 

Freedom of the village for 

Alastair Chapman! (Who 

keeps the school and the 

Village Hall alive) 

Maintain the friendliness of the 

community 

Keep new development to a 

minimum 

Keep the village a nice place 

to be and walk around 

Picnic area over the field might be nice 

with some tables and extra bin 

Another bin maybe at top of 

Holly Hill Road 

Get good tenants in at Park 

Gate and finish the 

refurbishment 

Better internet service 
Better, later, more frequent 

bus service 
Better postal service 

Tennis courts behind village hall Improved play area 
Improving the 'look' of the 

field (container) 

Roads properly resurfaced not patched Traffic calming Castle Ring Car Park control 

More care taken by Planning Dept on 

what development is allowed 
    

Public transport improvements 
A friendly place to meet, hub 

for volunteering, support 
A useful shop 

Reduce the speed through Cannock 

Wood and Gentleshaw 

Plant long-life shrubs/trees 

on open green area 

Have more events/live 

entertainment at village hall. 

More advertisement of these 

events in a local news flyer 

Keep views and protect countryside, 

animals and birds 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Sustainably and sensitively developed 

within a tightly drawn settlement 

boundary to respect and enhance the 

AONB setting 

Haven of tranquillity and 

wildlife 

A mix of families and those of 

retirement age 

Park Gate Inn to be 

refurbished/restaurant open. 

Village store to be open 

during the day 

Roads to be gritted during 

very cold weather 

Mend or improve the fencing along 

Nunswell park, it looks very shabby 

Clean/clear the path along 

Nunswell park as it's 

overgrown and very slippy 

now 

Take the mound down on the 

corner opposite Chapel Lane 

off Cumberledge Hill, as when 

crossing road here, cannot 

see cars approaching clearly 

Keep greenbelt and openness of village 
Improvements to play area 

on Buds Road 

Park Gate able to take guests 

and be proud 

Traffic calming 
Modifications to junctions to 

make them safer 
Restrict new builds 

More community events for all Community village shop   

Traffic calming     

Formal/tidy public spaces Mapped Walks 
Signage with welcoming 

messages 

Safer parking !!! (School) Successful village pub Clean safe walks (no poop!) 

To stop speeding on village roads To be a haven of tranquillity 
To be a friendly and cohesive 

community 

Keep the community together 
    

To establish an open and welcoming 

community 

Facilities within the village - 

shop, other community 

facilities including post office 

and at least a mobile library 

Good connections to the 

outside world 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

To reflect its true heritage (historic and 

environmental) 

To continue to feel safe and 

happy living here 

To find/help/develop ways 

for building to "go greener" 

and get Gov backing e.g. a 

community solar panel farm 

at rear of reservoir, small 

companies who can develop 

alternatives/additions to loft 

insulation/wall cavity to 

insulate more, community 

ground transfer system under 

fields which could then be 

returfed 

Speed management of vehicles Bulb/Plant/Wildflower sites 
To keep current views and 

boundaries 

A stop to large developments On road parking keep green spaces 

Protect wildlife & countryside     

No more development Maintain biodiversity 
Reduce speed limits within 

village 

Speed rstrictions more visible speed 

signs and traffic calming 
village/farm shop 

  

Council to properly grit roads in winter 

Appropriate signage to top 

huge lorries before they try to 

get into village 

No unnecessary house 

building developments 

Stop large future developments Stop on road parking Ensure we keep green spaces 

Having lived in Cannock Wood since 

1961 we have seen it develop into a very 

pleasant village as it is     

Build quality housing Control speeding 
Maintain public 

footpaths/support AONB 

Encourage more able-bodied people to 

be involved 

Mixed housing where 

possible 

Maintain village hall and 

playing field in trust for 

future generations as gifted 

Traffic calming Police response times quicker 
Protection of our village and 

castle ring 

Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  
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To maintain the AONB of the village 
Restriction of HGV vehicles 

through country lanes 

Set up a welcoming stocked 

village shop 

No further building 
Keep the surrounding green 

area 
Good bonding of community 

no building of housing estates 
community activities like the 

Christmas tree lighting 
good pubs with food service 

Restricted access for HGV & very large 

trucks cutting through from Ironstone 

Rd/Sevens Rd/Hayfield Hill/A51 

Permanent tree for Christmas 

to save annual cost 

Local shop or community 

facility for bread/milk etc. 

and volunteer groups to 

support elderly if help is 

needed. Maybe a booklet to 

inform residents along with 

notice on noticeboard. 

Keep the village separate from urban 

sprawl 

Preserve views currently 

available across countryside 

Stop speeding cars especially 

along Park Gate Road 

Provision of pavements where there are 

none 
Keep shop open 

General tidiness, litter 

collecting etc 

A safe footpath to Georges Hayes 

A group to check old maps to 

see if footpaths have been 

closed/rights of ways lost 

A post office, even just once a 

week 

People to stick to public footpaths and 

use stiles/kissing gates etc 
People to keep dogs on leads Better public transport 

Village shop which opens daily Newsagent/post office Café 

Village shop 
Village Hall rental discount 

for residents 

More village hall activities 

aimed at middle aged people 

Traffic control More community activities   

Speed bumps on Buds Road 
Increasing community 

activities (post Covid) 

Looking forward to the 

Christmas Tree lighting 

Limit the amount of traffic that cuts 

through our village from Lichfield and 

Cannock and the speed needs addressing 

  

We have a lot of dog walkers 

through the village, we need 

more dog poo bins and need 

to encourage the minority to 

put it in the bin 

The continuation of the playing field 
Events that will bring 

community together 
A rebirth of the local shop 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Community facilities, eg shop Green Belt surrounding Friendly community - events 

Social media presence. Can this be used 

to advertise events or organise and get 

people together, eg Facebook group etc 

Keep green areas green. 

Don’t have houses built on 

every bit of available space 

More dog waste bins. 

Possibly on Gentleshaw 

common and playing fields. 

There are odd ones about but 

maybe add a few more 

Strive to improve the 'natural beauty' of 

the village with more trees and wild 

areas 

Encourage the planting of 

native species of plants, 

hedgerows and trees to 

increase biodiversity 

Redirection in the brightness 

of the street lighting, 

especially where lights have 

been replaced with LEDS, for 

example Buds Road has been 

equipped with 30 WATT LEDS 

- far too bright! 

Bus service route in village Neighbourhood Watch   

Public transport improvements 
Police patrols (crack down on 

anti-social behaviour) 

Roads upkeeping - cleaning 

of vegetation 

Increased community involvement Park Gate pub refurbished Protect the village 

Cutting domestic hedges back to access 

full width of paths 

Maintain and improve views 

eg from Castle Ring 

Internet shopping collection 

point 

Better GP services 
Extend the village shop's 

grocery range 
  

Improve pavements and road surfaces 

as they are really worn 
Revamp children's park   

Better village shopping facilities Regular police presence 

Regular meetings with local 

councillors and church 

councillors in village hall 

Maintain existing housing stock and 

facilities without development 

A village shop which is open 

for regular hours. A Post 

Office would be nice 

Restore Park Gate into a 

'proper' service including 

food 

Speed restrictions on Hayfield Hill 
Target anti-social behaviour 

at car parks 
Improved playground 

Tight control on building development 
More volunteers helping in 

the village 

The Park Gate PH being 

modernised 
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Top of wishlist  Second on wishlist Third on wishlist  

Both shops utilised 
Hayfield Hill traffic. Speed 

lowered 
Park Gate Inn reopening 

More social events to bring people 

together 

Many more plants for 

seasonal colour 
  

Drain cleaning - Holly Hill Road could do 

with some 

Music from the Rag and Park 

Gate are kept to a minimum 

level 

If residents have a gripe with 

their neighbours to discuss it 

instead of going straight to 

the Council who must be 

heartily sick of petty 

complaints 

Minimal changes to how the village 

looks 

Fresh produce at local shop - 

would use to support local if 

stocked 

  

Regular litter picking 
Traffic calming for roads 

subject to speeding 
  

A shop with greater opening times and 

with everyway essentials 

Reopening of the Park Gate 

as a community family 

friendly pub 

Resurfacing of broken 

pavements 

Traffic calming     

Hedge cutting and tree management on 

playing field boundary 

Slow traffic and parking in 

Chestall Road 

Stop youths gathering on 

field at night 

For as little change as possible. It's fine 

as it is, that's why we live here 
    

Preserve the AONB 
Sensible planning within the 

village 
Keep the 2 pubs 

Convenience store - open - 9am to 5pm 

selling newspapers, grocery, bread, milk, 

stationary 

Post Office   

Post Office (possibly within the shop or 

next to it) 
Mobile bank service Mobile library 

Traffic control in Buds Road and Chestall 

to protect users of Sports Field and 

Village Hall Road 

Prevent the building of 

houses as next to the Park 

Gate Pub 

Allocate a Parish Councillor to 

each road to explain planning 

applications to affected 

neighbours 
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Appendix 1: response rate by area of the village 

 

Surveys booklets were delivered to each household in the village and each survey had a sticker 

on it to give the address of the property. The purpose of this was so that it would be possible 

to see whether a response was common only to one part of the village. However, the 

reasonably high degree of agreement in responses did not indicate there was a need for the 

purposes of the Neighbourhood Plan to carry out further analysis.  

 

The overall response rate was 46% and all parts of the village are well represented in the 

survey responses, as shown below.  

 
 

 Three households removed or otherwise redacted the address information before returning 

their completed surveys, and so it was not possible to include those in the analysis above. 
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Appendix 2: possible design suggestions 

1. Junction of Buds Road, Sycamore Hill, Park Gate Road and Chestall Road to make it 

safer for all road users (particularly those on foot), create improved access to the 

playing field and a site for community notice boards. Traffic calming through road 

layout changes. 
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2. Junction of Cumberledge Hill and Chapel Lane. Large areas of verge to be treated as 

wildflower meadow with annual cutting (perhaps in early August) with enhancements to 

make it safer for pedestrians to cross by appropriate siting of footpaths opposite each 

other across the road. 
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Appendix 3: letter as response to survey  
 

My failing sight prevents me using the questionnaire but I want to contribute – hence the letter. The people 

who live in Cannock Wood are indeed privileged. Our elevated position gives long views across substantial 

areas of green belt. Not only do we have that but also the Ring and the romance of a link to the history of 

long ago. I think the common concern we all share is about the future. Greenbelt can be raided to provide 

housing. Not only do we want to keep the beautiful open views across the countryside but we want the 

investment we have put into our homes to be secure. So what can we do to put ourselves in the strongest 

position of keeping what we have got? I am told that areas with a neighbourhood plan to which local people 

are committed fare better than areas where local people are less involved, So the first way to help ourselves 

is to get involved. This phrase comes into my mind: "Leave well alone". The Committees who take the 

decisions about which area of green belt should be sacrificed to provide extra housing do not come to the 

task with destructive intentions. Rather they want to preserve what is best. This gives us an opportunity to 

help ourselves. If we are a model village, we could be spared. At the same time, we can add to the value of 

our properties. There are a number of ways in which we can improve the village. We need to talk about 

these and more particularly be willing to help. It has to be a community effort, not just a handful of people. 

So:  

1. We need to be mindful of the appearance of the village, keeping our own patches in good order and 

helping with any litter problems. There are objects connected with modern living, e.g. vehicles, that are 

not attractive to look at, but they can be screened. It is impossible to generalise on ways of doing this but 

with the will and imagination and the help from trees and bushes, it’s possible to improve the looks of the 

village.  

2. We want our village to be safe. We need again to be willing to talk and to accept advice from 

professionals. We need to cooperate with traffic calming suggestions from professionals with experience. 

3. There are only a few possible new building sites in the village. We should therefore be very careful in the 

way that these are used. They need to do something useful to life in the village. My own view on this is that 

they should not be given to people who are already established and well up the housing ladder. The 

population of the village needs to be diverse. We need the vim and vigour of young people (with less 

means) to take us into the future. We also need to care about the elderly with their experience and wisdom. 

I think the village would be admired if it has a policy of being all embracing.  

4. There is nothing better about village life than kindness and help shown by neighbours. It is depressing 

when there are examples of antisocial behaviour. I could mention some, but I won’t at the moment. The 

important thing is to give attention to ways of discouraging things that detract from the village. I believe 

that if there was a known procedure for discussing problems, many of them would disappear.  

I hope this is considered. 
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Appendix 4: Junior survey 

How do you feel about living in Cannock 

Wood? 

Half love it, half like it. No votes for 'it's okay' or 'don't like 

it'. 

How do you get around? 
All mentioned walking, most mentioned car, one mention 

each for bus and scooter. 

Do you think it's important to feel proud 

of how our village looks? 
Five said yes, one said maybe. 

Do you think it's important to keep the 

village looking tidy and well looked after 
Unanimous 'yes'. 

Do you feel safe when you are out and 

about in the village? 
Unanimous 'yes'. 

      
How often do you go to the following 

places? Daily 

Most 

days Weekly Monthly/rarely Never 

Playing field   3 2 1   

Basketball court     1 3 2 

Children's play area       6   

Village Hall     1 4 1 

Gym equipment at top of field       4 2 

Improvements would like to see: Fencing around basketball court   

  Make the playground more suitable for all ages   

  More gym equipment e.g. pull up bar   

  Advancements to play area e.g. monkey bars, tyre swing etc 
      
Which of these activities in the Village 

Hall do you know about? 

Know 

about this 

Didn't know 

about this Been to this 

Go 

regularly 

Martial arts 1 3   1 

Dance 4 1     

CWAGMS   5     

Toddle and Tumble Club   5     

Private events 4 1     
      

Do you think Cannock Wood needs more 

houses? 
Unanimous 'no'. 

Do you think that new buildings should 

be eco friendly? 
80% yes, 20% don't know. 

Do you think that cars, lorries and other 

vehicles drive too fast through the 

village? 

60% yes, 40% no 

Do you think there should be more buses 

stopping in Cannock Wood 
80% yes, 20% no. 

Do you feel safe crossing the roads in the 

village? 
80% yes, 20% maybe 

Do you feel safe walking in places where 

there is no pavement or where 

pavements are blocked? 

40% no, 20% yes, 40% unsure. One comment that it would 

feel safer if there was clearly marked out walkway across or 

around the Village Hall car park. 

Do you think it's important to protect 

the countryside around our village? 
Unanimous 'yes'. 

Do you think it's important to protect 

and maintain Castle Ring and its 

surroundings? 

Unanimous 'yes'. 
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Do you think there should be a focal 

point in the centre of the village? 
50% yes, 50% maybe or don't know. 

Do you think it's important that we grow 

more plants for pollinators in the village? 
Unanimous 'yes'. 

Do you think it's important to protect 

our local wildlife and habitats? 
5 'yes', one 'don't know'. 

Do you think it's important to keep the 

village litter free? 
Unanimous 'yes'. 

Do you think more green technologies 

should be used in the village? 

Unanimous 'yes'. Comment that there could be more 

education and communication on the recycling of products, 

and more recycling/general bins around the area. 

 


